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Abstract 
A theory of angle-resolved photoem1ssion (ARPES) m doped semiconductors IS de-
veloped, paymg particular attention to ARPES of the Impurity band We denve the 
ARPES spectra for Impurity band tails, taking into consideratiOn various positions 
of the valence band maximum on the Brillouin zone. On the basis of our theory, we 
have proVIded a detruled analysis on the ARPES of semiconductors and have proposed 
explanations for several features of the ARPES spectra taken from the cuprate super-
conductors. These mclude sharp "quasi-particle" peaks, rapid loss of their intens1ties 
m some directions of the Bnlloum zone ("Fermi arcs") and the high energy water-
fall, which we propose Is a consequence of matnx-element effects of disorder-localised 
band-truls m the charge transfer gap of doped Mott-Hubbard msulators. 
Our theory proposes that the ARPES intensity of cuprates near ( ;. , ;. ) IS proportiOnal 
to the square of the Founer transform component of the impurity wavefunction. Our 
real space Image reveals some band mass anisotropy and predicts the size of the localised 
state of about 10 to 20 lattice constants which JUStifies the "envelope" approximatiOn 
used m the Impurity wavefunct10n 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
At the turn of the 20th century investigations mto alkali-based photocathodes for tele-
VISIOn and videotelephony sparked an mterest m the angular dependence of photoemis-
Sion from alkali metals [1] Photoemisswn was thought of and regarded as a physical 
phenomenon until the early 1950's when it was reformed mto a spectroscopy Due to 
the extraordmary display of spetcra, maJOr developments m the analysis of photoemis-
swn data were catalysed by the publication of photoemisswn data for Cu and Ag m 
1964 by Berglund and Spicer [2]. This advancement then led on to the development of 
photemission data bemg used to determme the density of states and other electromc 
states m specific samples. 
Concurrently, an mcreasing mterest in the angular dependence of photoemisswn led 
to a number of expenmental developments and observations In 1964, Kane argued 
that the band structure E(k) could in fact be mapped from angular dependent pho-
toemisswn spectra, an anticipation that was only established ten years after the first 
ciaJm was made [3] From the early 1970's, photoemisswn data began to excel1tself 
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by detectmg spm assymetry and surface effects This further development also allowed 
for the observation of the band structure of surface states of clean silicon Koyama and 
Hughey demonstrated a strong angular dependence on polycrystalhne gold [4] while 
Feuerbacher and Fitton showed that photoemission data from tungsten was dommated 
by a surface state JUSt below the fermi surface [1],[5] Despite Kane's earlier pre-
diCtions, band mappmg was first used from angle-resolved photoemission in 1974 by 
Smith, Thaum and D1Salvo [6] Their measurements were taken from TaS2 and TaSe2 
and they found that their resultmg dispersiOn curves were m good agreement with first 
principle band calculations By momtonng the variation m E peaks with polar angle 
11 of emissiOn they deduced that· 
(
2 E)! 
k11 = ~ smll, (11) 
where by k11 IS the parallel component of the electron wave vector. This IS the standard 
algonthm used m today's ARPES technique 
Up to now, angle-resolved photoemisswn spectroscopy has become established as an 
ind1spensible tool for the mvestigatwn of solids and their surfaces Due to the ever 
growmg interest m ARPES, the technique Itself has experienced dramatic advance-
ments m some of the major components of the ARPES system This has resulted m 
remarkable improvements m Its energy and momentum resolution [7] The ARPES sys-
tem consists of the followmg primary components· hght source, chamber and sample 
mampulatwn systems and an electron analyser 
Possible light sources are x-ray tubes, gas exchange lamps, synchrotron radiation source 
or vacuum ultraviOlet lasers (VUV) Synchrotron radiation IS considered to be the 
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most versatile light source as 1t can prov1de photons w1th e1ther a fixed or vanable 
photon polarizatiOn [7]. It also provides high energy resolution and photon flux It has 
been discussed that most ARPES expenments are performed at photon energies in the 
ultraviolet region (20~ lOOeV), because for lower photon energ1es 1t is much easier to 
achieve h1gher energy and momentum resolutiOn [7] Therefore, VUV lasers provide 
more s1gmficant photon flux and energy resolutiOn due to the lower photon energies 
only attainable by VUV lasers However, one of the draw backs in workmg at such low 
photon energies, 1s the extreme surface sensitiVIty [7]. W1th a photon energy range of 
20~100eV, whiCh is most commonly used, the escape depth of photoemitted electrons 
is 5 ~ 20A, suggestmg that a considerable fractiOn of detected electrons w1ll have come 
from the top most surface layer. Therefore, in order to make the electronic structure 
more bulk sensitive 1t IS essential that the sample surface IS atomically clean 
An atomiCally clean surface IS achieved by cleavmg the samples m s1tu in the chamber 
or by sputtenng and annealmg the sample 1f 1t can not be cleaved. Semiconductors and 
layered compounds (typically cuprates) are cleavable, however, most metals are cleaned 
by the sputtering and annealing process. To mamtam the clean surface, the chamber 
must be m ultra h1gh vacuum (UHV), typically < 5 x w-n Torr, reqmnng the sample 
transfer system to move the sample from a1r to the chamber without causmg any 
damage to the UHV. The sample manipulator controls the position and onentation 
of the sample and is also eqmpped w1th a cryostat so that the temperature of the 
sample can be altered dunng measurement Th1s is particularly useful when studymg 
semiconductors and superconductors whose electncal properties change upon vanatwn 
of temperature 
The electron energy analyser measures the mtensity of the photoem1tted electrons as 
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a function of the1r kmetlC energy at a g1ven angle wh1eh 1s relative to the sample on-
entation ( B and r/> shown in Figure 2 5 m Chapter 2) The electron analyser has also 
undergone drast1c alterations to 1mprove the energy and momentum resolutwn The 
mult1ehannel detectwn scheme analyser once had, what was deemed, a remarkable en-
ergy resolutwn of 20meV that allowed for the d1scovery of the d-wave superconductmg 
gap structure [8] The mid 1990's saw the development of the SClenta 200 analyser that 
1mproved the energy resolution to 5meV. The development of the latest Sc1enta R4000 
analyser, however, has dramatically 1mproved the energy resolutwn to an outstandmg 
lmeV The angular resolutwn was also sharpened from 2° to 0.1 ~ 0 3°, wh1ch later led 
to the 1dcntlficatwn of b1layer sphttmg of B12212 [9], [10], [11]. Due to the vast devel-
opment in mstrumentation resolutwn band structures, Fermi surfaces and many-body 
effects can now be observed 
The most trad1twnal and effective way of representmg ARPES data 1s by energy d!stn-
butwn curves (EDC's), whereby the photoem1ssion data 1s expressed as a functwn of 
energy for a g1ven momentum (F1gure l.l(a)) The peak pos1t10n at d1fferent momenta 
demonstrates the energy-momentum relation, determmmg the real part of the electron 
self-energy W1th the development of multmngle detectwn, analysers can now collect 
mult1ple angles simultaneously, mstead of collecting EDC's at one measurement for 
each angle The photoelectron intensity can also be d1splayed as a function of mo-
mentum for a g1ven electron energy (F1gure 1 l(b)), prov1dmg momentum-d1stnbut10n 
curves (MDC's). 
W1th ARPES being regarded as an md1spens1ble experimental tool, the ARPES process 
has been a s1gmficant subJect of theoretical work over the past 20-30 years The 
process 1s effectively described by the first order time dependent perturbatwn theory 
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Figure 1.1: (a) Energy distribut ion curves {EDC's) at different momenta. The red 
curve corresponds to the Fermi momentum k 1. (b) Momentum distriubtion curves 
(MDC's) . The red curve corresponds to the Fermi level [7]. 
and therefore the Fermi-Dirac golden rule, which provides the essence of the single-
step quantum mechanical model for photoemission [1]. The many-body wavefunctions 
are generally not known and therefore various approximations need to be made in 
order to understand and interpret the photoemission experiment at given energy and 
momentum. 
Intuitively the ARPES process is also understood and described by the " three-step 
model ' : i) Excitation of the electron in the bulk ii) transfer of the excited electrons 
to the surface and iii) emission of the photoelectrons into t he vacuum. For steps i and 
iii we use a common approximation, in which the ini tial and final state wavefunctions 
are approximated as independent particles. However, t he validity of t he independent 
particle picture is often questioned. There are some atomic effects that suggest there 
is a higher degree of electron correlation and many body interactions than the inde-
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pendent particle p1cture accounts for, [1], [12]. These many-body effects, however, are 
considered to be an unsolvable problem, therefore we must take these approximatiOnS 
mto account 
The transfer of the exc1ted electron to the surface creates a many body effect m ARPES 
that can never be ent1rely neglected Th1s effect is often termed "final-state hfetime 
broademng". As the exc1ted electron passes through to the surface 1t expenences strong 
melastic scattering, g!Vmg a loss m energy resolution due to an uncertamty that proves 
to be substantial. The electrons have a mean free path of~ lOA and a kinetic energy of 
50 -100eV, therefore 1t IS eVIdent that the surface plays an integral role m photoemls-
Slon and th1s dampmg becomes a fundamental and practical problem, as 1t ultimately 
hm1ts the resolutiOn of the techmque These effects are sometimes approached m-
qmsitively by treatmg the final state electron self energ1es as complex, whereby the 
imagmary parts are then mversley related to the final state electron lifetimes This is, 
however, not considered to be theoretically satisfymg [1] 
Angle-resolved photoem1ssion is the only existing spectroscopic technique that allows a 
direct and unamb1guous determinatiOn of a 2 or 3 d1menswnal band structure (E(k11ll 
of a sohd or a surface. Wh1le band structures have been calculated and pred1cted 
for many decades, we are now able to experimentally venfy them. In the "three-step 
model" descnpt10n descnbed above 1t IS not poss1ble to separate the exc1tat10n of the 
electron from the transfer to and through the surface, and 1t can be difficult to ascertam 
that a certain feature m the photoemission spectrum is due to a surface state. The 
mam cntena used for surface state 1dent1ficatwn are that the energy of the observed 
feature hes withm a gap of the prOJectiOn of the bulk band structure onto the surface 
Bnllouin zone and that the measured d1spers10n E(k11 ) IS mdependent of photon energy 
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[1 J. 
Calculatwns predictmg the existence of surface states in hybndisatwnal gaps m metals 
were first reported by Pendry and Forstmann [13] and Forstmann and Heme [14] 
These calculatwns were then extended to include relativistic effects which could then 
be applied to W(001) Expenmental evidence for the existence of surface states on 
metal surfaces were first obtamcd m field emisswn studies on W(001) [15], [16] which 
were then later observed by ARP [17], [18], venfymg existing calculatwns 
Calculations of surface electromc structures from first prmciples coupled with ARPES 
data has led to a detailed understandmg of simple surfaces for almost all the low 
index surfaces of metallic elements in the penodic system. The majonty of our current 
understandmg of metal surfaces and the relatwnship between the electromc structure 
and other surface properties has almost been achieved exclusively by ARPES 
Due to Its success with metals, photoemission spectroscopy is now the main tool for 
mvestJgatwns of the electronic structure of semiConductor surfaces, and has been re-
sponsible m determining the complete surface band structure for several semiconductor 
surfaces. A large number of ARPES studies have given detailed mformatwn about the 
surface electronic states, whereby the first expenmental evidence of photoemisswn from 
semiconductor surface states was reported on cleaved Si(111) surfaces m 1964 by Alien 
and Gobeli [19]. 
"Surface states" m semiconductors can be new states that are completely localised to 
the surface regwn, they are electronic states WJth energy E,(k11l such that E,(kll) lies 
within the forbidden gap of the surface and k11 is the wavevector parallel to the the 
surface. ARPES has shown that the surface band structures of many semiconductors 
have band gaps that are related to the relaxatwn and/or reconstruction of the surfaces 
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For a number of semiconductor surfaces, the band d1sperswn (E(k11)) of the surface 
states from self-consistent calculatiOns of surface electromc structures can be directly 
compared w1th energy disperswns of ARPES measurements 
In the first angle-resolved photoemJssJon study on annealed Ge( 111) surfaces by M urotani 
et. al [20], the existence of surface states close to the valence band was suggested, and 
the first evidence of photoem1sswn from surface states on 81(100) surface was presented 
m the angle-mtegrated stud1es at -11eV below E1 by Rowe and Ibach [21] To date, 81 
and Ge surfaces have been studied extensively by ARPES and the electronic structures 
of these two surfaces are presently well understood 
The discovery and understandmg of conventiOnal superconductors once m1sled re-
searchers to believe that it was not poss1ble to find matenals w1th a s1gmficantly 
h1gher Tc than 30K, a constramt predicted and placed by the BCS theory. How-
ever, the search for matenals w1th higher transition temperatures led to the discovery 
of La2_xBaxCu04 wh1ch has a cntlcal temperature of 35K B,2Sr3_xCaxOB+; rmsed 
the cntical temperature to llOK and many more cuprates were found to superconduct 
A contmumg mterest m cuprate superconductiVIty led researchers to understand that 
cuprates were not cons1stent w1th the properties observed m normal metal supercon-
ductors that have been descnbed by the BCS theory The breakdown of the BCS 
theory has driven researchers to mvestigate the properties of copper ox1des, although 
to th1s day no vahd explanation of superconductivity in cuprates has been universally 
accepted. 
Smce the discovery of h1gh-Tc superconductivity m cuprates, angle-resolved photoe-
mJSSJon spectroscopy (ARPES) has offered a tremendous advance m the understand-
mg of the electromc structure of h1gh temperature superconductors However, even 
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though ARPES IS contmually strengthening our insights into the structure of cuprates, 
researchers st1ll know very little about how h1gh-Tc superconductivity actually works. 
Characterized by their unusual superconducting properties and anomalous normal state 
properties, cuprates are not consistent With the properties of" normal" metal supercon-
ductors, whiCh have been successfully descnbed by the BCS theory The breakdown 
of the BCS theory has dnven researchers to identify the pamng mechamsm m cuprate 
superconductors, an 1ssue that st1ll remams outstandmg, 1t is also believed that an 
understandmg of the many-body mteractions is essential to the understandmg of the 
mechanisms of high temperature superconductiVIty. 
The ARPES technique IS a highly-valued tool w1th regards to the study of the band 
structure of a solid. Inc1dent photons are targeted to h1t an element of a crystal which 
emits electrons from ms1de the sample due to the photoelectnc effect. The kmet!C en-
ergy and angle of the outgomg electron IS measured and mformatwn about the onginal 
occupied state 1s gamed The dramatic improvement m the ARPES techmque w1th 
respect to the energy and momentum resolutwn has led to more m depth observatwns 
of, for example, the band structure and Fermi surface [7], however the lineshape anal-
ysis of the ARPES spectra from cuprates remams specifically controversial and IS a 
matter of intense debate Many expenmental groups have reported the emergence of 
a sharp peak below Tc m ARPES spectra taken from B12212 near the (1r, 0) point of 
the Bnlloum zone [22], [23], [24], [25], [26] There 1s, however, also some expenmental 
discrepancy over this peak. Loeser et al, for example, report a slight d1spers10n m the 
peak, revealing that the peak moves towards lower bindmg energies as T approaches 
Tc from below, wh1le Federov et al clrum that the peak remams at the same bmdmg 
energy for all T and therefore there IS no temperature dependent d1sperswn Kammski 
et al have also observed peaks at other pomts of the Bnllouin zone and Shen and 
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Schneffer [27] offer an explanatiOn m terms of a red1stnbut10n of the energy of a col-
lectiVe exc1tation w1th wh1ch the carriers interact. Many explanatiOns for the ARPES 
lmeshape have been offered however, as 1t stands there 1s no umversal acceptance of 
any valid explanatiOn and the origm of the peak remains uncertam 
One of the most dramatic features of h1gh temperature superconductmg cuprates, 
1s that the undoped msulatmg antiferromagnets change into superconductors upon 
dopmg of carriers and that superconductlv1ty ex1sts m a certain range of earner dens1ty 
Results from ARPES for LSCO and Bi2212 spec1fically, show that a broad spectrum 
along the antinodal regiOn ((0, 0)- (0, 11')) of the Bnllouin zone 1s contmuously evolved 
mto a sharp peak as dopmg mcreases mto the overdoped region For LSCO, a decrease 
m the dopmg causes the sharp quas1part1cle peak to lose mtensity rap1dly and when m 
the ant1ferromagntlc phase (x = 0), the peak completely d1sappears [28] (Figure 1 2) 
(1t,O) 
-09 -04 00 
F1gure 1.2 The ARPES spectra for LSCO for vanous levels of dopmg fork= k 1 at 
(11', 0) of the Brilloum zone 
Th1s observatiOn has motivated researchers to stnve towards an understandmg of th1s 
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behaviour, as the key to understanding the theory behmd high temperature supercon-
ductors hes m the understanding and explanatwn of the change in spectral we1ght 
While spectra along the anti-nodal directwn show mterestmg changes as a functwn of 
doping, the spectra along the nodal direction reveal a sharp quas1part1cle peak mdepen-
dent of dopmg m B12212 samples LSCO, however, reveals a broad and weak intens1ty 
along the nodal direction over the first Bnlloum zone wh1ch IS m stark contrast to that 
observed m B12212 The d1fference between LSCO and B12212 has been attnbuted 
to the presence of vertical charge stripes m LSCO by some authors [29],[30]. ARPES 
spectra are often taken from the second Bnllouin zone for LSCO as the nodal spectra 
IS enhanced m companson to spectra taken over the first Bnlloum zone. 
There are many properties of cuprates presented by the ARPES spectra that are w1dely 
misunderstood. In particular 1t has been found that w1th an increase m dopmg there 
IS also a smooth mcrease m the quasipart1cle peak mtens1ty, a property that has been 
declared as one of the most peculiar properties of cuprates [28]. Another mterestmg 
feature of the photoem1ssion spectra of h1gh temperature superconductors 1s the pres-
ence of the anomalous smooth background. The ongin of the background has been 
debated for a long time w1th some researchers regardmg 1t as an mtrmlSlc property, 
wh1le others suggest 1t to be an extnnisic property (due to photoelectron scattermg) 
[31] Throughout th1s thes1s I w1ll d1scuss and focus on these mam features of the 
ARPES hneshape. 
It was first beheved that an explanation of the ARPES lmeshape would also mvolve 
an explanatwn of the nodal/ antmodal dichotomy of the ARPES spectra [32] A recent 
reVlew on the ARPES of manganites, however, has revealed a s1m1lar nodaljant1-nodal 
d1chotomy that ex1sts m a system that is markedly different from a cuprate supercon-
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ductor [33] These results cast doubt on the assumptiOn that th1s nodal/ anti-nodal 
dichotomy are hallmarks of the superconducting state of cuprates and I do not take 
this feature as the focus of my thesis, however it has been taken mto cons1derat10n 
Instead I w1ll look at and try to explain the hneshape of the ARPES spectra, takmg 
particular focus on the origm of the smooth background and the dependence of the 
spectra mtens1ty on the level of dopmg 
ARPES is intimately lmked to mvest1gatwns of the electronic structure of crystalline 
systems and under the "sudden approximation" method, photoemisswn measures the 
smgle-particle spectral function A (k, E), weighted by the matnx element M and Ferm1 
function n(E), I ~ A(k, E) [M[ 2 n(E), [7], [31], [34], [35]. The matrix element term 
indicates that the photoemission intensity is closely related to some expenmental de-
tails such as the energy and polansatwn of mc1dent hght and mstrumental resolutiOn. 
The mcluswn of the Fermi functwn accounts for the fact that d1rect photoemisswn 
probes only the occupied electronic states. Kam1mski et al report that there is strong 
evidence to suggest that the background is the result of an extrmsiC effect 1 e due to 
photoemiSSlon scattermg [31], [36] rather than an mtnns1c effect 1 e coherent part of the 
spectral functwn They argue that the1r results can only be explained if the ARPES 
mtens1ty is the sum of two mdependent components, w1th one component descnbmg 
the peak (!peak) and the other descnbing the background (h). 
(1 2) 
They also argue that the photoemitted electrons expenence scattering from other elec-
trons giVmg rise to th1s relatively smooth background, an argument that IS also sup-
ported by other authors [7]. Norman et al also reported that the broad mcohcrent 
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background must have some ongm m the electromc strucure, as they found that the 
ARPES signal due to photoelectrons, which lose energy as they transport out of the 
crystal, was ms1gmficant m companson to the total ARPES s1gnal. 
Wh1le many researchers agree that the ARPES hneshape carnes cntlcal informatwn 
about cuprates and the1r properties, the ongm of the background and ex1stence of 
the peak is still a matter of intense debate and 1s currently w1dely m1sunderstood I 
beheve that the quasiparticle spectral peak is due to an electron bound to an 1mpunty 
state localised at the surface of a doped sem1conductor, wh1le the smooth background 
is due to the emission of an electron from the valence band As the valence band 1s 
s1tuated well below the surface (about lOA), "hot" electrons are subject to colhswns 
w1th the surface and other electrons, mcludmg phonons, g1vmg nse to a relatively 
smooth background 
As noticed m LSCO, the quas1particle peak intensity smoothly mcreases w1th dopmg 
up to opt1mal dopmg and 1t has been proposed that this behavwur 1s related to the 
carrier number n ~ x m the underdoped regions [28] F1gure (1.3) taken from [28] 
clearly shows that the spectral we1ght and energy mtegrated spectral wmght mono-
tomcally increases w1th x The Fermi surface of LSCO has also been reported to be 
strongly dopmg dependent [30]. Th1s behav10ur 1s very important for our proposed 
model Shen et al invest1gated the normal-state transport propert1es of LSCO and 
apphed the conventwnal 2D metal Drude formula to their expenmental value of p in 
the hghtly doped region. They concluded that large p values indicate a breakdown of 
conventional metalhc transport, suggestmg that only a small fractwn of earners con-
tnbute to transport [28] This md!Cates earner local1satlon, a theory supportmg our 
own 
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LSCO is a key focus for many researchers as the hole concentratiOn IS well controlled 
over an exceptiOnally wide range and it is universally accepted that electromc properties 
of h1gh-Tc cup rates are strongly dependent on the hole concentratiOn Therefore, active 
researchers find 1t necessary to investigate the dopmg dependence of the ARPES spectra 
over a wide range of hole concentratiOn m order to extract key mformatwn relevant to 
h1gh-Tc superconductiVIty 
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Figure 1 3 Dopmg dependence of the nodal quas1part1cle spectral weight ZNQP and 
the spectral we1ght mtegrated at E 1 over the second Bnlloum zone n pES taken from 
[28]. Results also show s1m1lar dopmg dependence to the hole concentratiOn evaulated 
from the Hall coefficent (nHall) [28], [93] 
Vanous ARPES data show cuprates to have a Fermi surface, w1th most experimental 
groups agreemg on a hole-hke Fermi surface m BSCCO, centred around the corners of 
the Brilloum zone [37], [38], [39], [40], [41] Some expenmental groups, however, have 
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also reported an electron-like Fermi surface centred around the r -pomt of the Brillouin 
zone [42], [43], [44] Shen et al have also reported that at low doping the Fermi 
surface IS an electron pocket centred at (1r, 0) that evolves into a new hole-hke Fermi 
surface centred at (1r, 1r) upon increased dopmg of ann-type cuprate superconductor 
[45]. Many ARPES interpretatiOns agree on a large Fermi Surface (with the exception 
of [46]) 
ARPES on the undoped cuprates represent the motiOn of a doped hole m a 2D antifer-
romagnetic msulator and some theonsts have tried extensively to explam this ARPES 
spectra usmg the t-J model, however, they have only been successful m explammg 
some of the ARPES features The t-J model has successfully descnbed the ARPES 
dispersiOn along the nodal direction, but fails to support the pseudogap phenomenon. 
An extended version of the model, the t-t'-t" -J model, can explam the dispersion along 
the anti-nodal directiOn, however, it has not been fully accepted by many researchers 
[47] 
Other expenmentahsts argue that the experimentally observed quasi particle dispersion 
along the nodal and antmodal directiOns of the Bnlloum zone m cuprates, can be 
understood as the effect of the mteractwn with collective spm excitations [27] Fisk 
et al report that doping L3.:lCu04 dramatically modifies Its magnetic exc1tatwns over 
a wide frequency range [48], and Norman and Eschrmg develop a model of electrons 
mteractmg with a magnetic resonance which they claim can explain the well known 
peak-dip-hump structure and Its evolutiOn throughout the Bnlloum zone [49]. Yamada 
et al report the mterplay between magnetic fluctuations and h1gh-Tc superconductivity 
[50]. It IS beheved by these groups that to identify the mechanism underlymg high-Tc 
superconductivity one will need to understand the dynamical spm fluctuatiOns that 
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ex1st m cuprates 
Magnetic fluctuatwns have been ruled out by some research groups as an explanatwn 
by electron-phonon mteractwns. The role of electron-phonon interactwns 1s currently 
under much debate and is generally believed to be of high importance [51], [52] but IS 
not considered to be the sole cause of h1gh-Tc superconductiVIty Lanzara et al [53] 
report an unexplamed kmk m the peak d1spers10n whereby the bmdmg energy of the 
peak IS coupled w1th a collective boson mode of the cuprate LSCO The observation 
of the kink rules out spin resonance as an explanation as LSCO does not appear to 
exhibit a magnetic mode that has been found m other cuprates. Therefore, Lanzara 
et al cla1m that electron-phonon interactions in cuprates are extremely important 
Throughout th1s thes1s we focus primarily on the ARPES of doped semiconductors 
Chapter 1 revises ARPES as an expenmental technique and giVes a brief account of 
ARPES h1story. In Chapter 2 we explore the theory behmd ARPES and derive the 
Fermi D1rac Golden Rule which effectively dcscnbes the process. Using this we then 
calculate ARPES for a doped semiConductor w1th a 3D 1mpunty orbital when the 
valence band max1mum is situated at varwus points of the Bnlloum zone. In Chapter 
5, we calculate ARPES agam takmg into account the possJb1hty of a 2D orb1tal. Due 
to some striking sim1lant1es between our ARPES results for doped semiconductors and 
ARPES of cuprates, Chapter 6 compares the real space 1mage of the ARPES mtens1ty 
of cuprates taken from expenment With expected results from theory Chapter 7 then 
discusses the sJm!lantles and differences between between ARPES of cuprates and 
our theory, wh1le Chapter 8 extends the ARPES of semiconductors to descnbe the 
ARPES of band-tmls m hghtly doped cuprates. Fmally, in Chapter 9, we present our 
conclusiOns 
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Chapter 2 
The Crystal Lattice 
2.1 Unperturbed Crystal Lattice 
The Schrodmger equatwn for an electron m a crystal that has no 1mperfectwns or 
lattice defects 1s g1ven by 
Ho'I/J = E'I/J, (2.1) 
where H0 IS the unperturbed penodJC Ham1ltoman and 1/J 1s the electron wave functiOn 
The motwn of an electron m an 1deal crystal1s descnbed by H0 such that· 
(2 2) 
where m IS the free electron mass and V(r) is the period1c potential of an electron m the 
perfect crystal lattice. A Ham1ltoman that can descnbe the motion of many electrons 
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m a crystal w1ll contain three terms: the kinetic energy of a system of N electrons, 
the attraction exerted on each electron by the nucleus, and the mutual repulsion of 
each electron with another Th1s mutual repuls10n creates a complex many-particle 
unsolvable problem, however, without th1s effect the Ham1ltoman will represent the 
motion of an electron that 1s mdependent of all others, proving to be a much simpler 
problem. Therefore, as for a many-electron atom, we make use of the so-called local 
dens1ty approx1mat10n (LDA) Similar to the central field approx1mat10n for atoms 
The latter 1s based on an mdependent-parhcle model m wh1ch each electron moves m a 
central potential that only depends on the d1stance r of the electron from the nucleus 
An electron m the presence of other electrons moves m a potential that is dependent on 
1ts position r w1thin the crystal and also takes mto account the effect of the repulsiOn 
of the other electrons. If we take an average of the repulsive potentials between th1s 
partiCular electron and other ones then we define a penodic crystal field potential It 
can therefore be assumed that each electron IS mdependent from all others and may be 
descnbed by a one-electron wave function The electron now moves m a potential that 
represents the Coulomb electron-ion attractiOn and the average effect of the repulsive 
mteract10ns between th1s electron and others Due to this repulsive mteractwn, V(r) 
1s no longer a simple Coulomb potential but a much more complex one that we do 
not know. Although it is unknown, we can make use of 1ts penod1c properties and 
translatiOnal mvanance such that V(r +m)= V(r), where m is a lattice vector 
The Bloch function (2 3) represents electrons that propagate freely through a penodic 
potential and is a solution of the Schrodmger equatiOn (2 1) 
(2.3) 
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where Unk(r) is a functwn that has the penodJcJty of the crystal lattice For SimphcJty, 
we use the single-band approx1matwn and it proves convenient to use reciprocal space 
rather than real space when dealmg w1th penodic structures Therefore, we drop the 
band index nand 'li>nk(r) =? '1/>k(r). The Bloch equatwn now reads, 
(2 4) 
where k IS the electron wave vector and k E 1st Bnlloum zone 
In real space, the area enclosed by a and b m F1gure (2.1) for a rectangular lattice IS 
called the umt cell or pnm1t1Ve cell 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
F1gure 2 1· The um t cell 
In reciprocal space (or k-space), 2; > 2; as a< b, and the unit cell1s now called the 
Bnlloum zone, where 2; and 2; are now the pnm1tive vectors of the rec1procallattice 
In F1gure 2 2, the first Bnlloum zone hes between - * ::::; kx ::::; * and - ~ ::::; ky ::::; ~ 
For sJmphc1ty we define a square lattiCe such that a = b so that the first Bnlloum zone 
hes between - ~ ::::; kx,y ::::; ~. The pomt on the Bnlloum zone at wh1ch k = 0 IS known 
as the r- pomt; this IS the max1mum (mimmum) of the valance (conductwn) band, m 
many but not all conventional semiconductors 
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0 0 0 0 
0 D< 0 T 
0 0 0 0 
Figure 2.2. The Bnllouin Zone 
The Bloch functiOn IS not periodic by phase e'k m because, 
(2 5) 
However at the r - pomt of the Bnllouin zone 7/>o(r) = u0 (r) and the Bloch function 
holds the penod1city of the crystal lattice. 
Bloch electrons propagate freely through the crystal lattice with a wave functiOn de-
scnbed by the Bloch function, however some electrons may be localised near an impu-
nty Ion or lattice imperfection to become bound electrons Both Bloch and localised 
electrons are convemently descnbed usmg the Wanmer functiOn 
(2 6) 
where w(r- m) IS the Wanmer functiOn which can be approximated by the atomic 
orbital of a single ion on Site m. Wanmer functiOns take mto account explicitly the 
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penod1c potentml of the lattice, wh1ch IS shown m the same way as the Bloch functwn· 
'1/Jk(r +a) = ;.. L e'k mw(r- m+ a). 
vN m 
Subst1tutmg m - a= m' 
(2 7) 
We postulate that the Wanmer functwns are orthogonal and normahsed, as well as the 
Bloch functwns and must therefore obey the cond1t10n that· 
j w*(r- m'} w(r- m) dr = .lm•,m, (2 8} 
where, 
{ 
1 m'=m 
"m',m = 0 m' of m (2 9} 
Let us now prove the orthogonahty and normalisation of the Bloch functwns usmg 
(2 8}: j '1/J~,(r} '1/Jk(k} · dr = 
= ~ L L e-•k' m' e'k m j w*(r- m')w(r- m} dr 
m' m 
(2 10} 
Usmg the cond1t10n set by (2.8}, 
1 LL -•k'm' >km< 
=- e e um'm N , 
m' m 
(2 11} 
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Usmg (2 9), (2 11) becomes, 
N 
= ~ L e•(k-k') m 
m=O 
(2 12) 
To make a summatwn over m it is important to recognize that mx, my and m. are 
mtegers of the mteratom1c spacmg a as shown m F1gure 2 3 below 
1 
o. 
2 3 • • • • • · • • · • · · · m 
0 2ao 3.0 4• 0 
F1gure 2 3 The lattice spacmg a and lattice vector m. 
Therefore, m a 1D cham for example, 
N 
..!.. L e•(k-k')m = ..!..(1 + e•(k-k')a + e•(k-k')Za + e•(k-k')3a + e•(k-k')4a + 
N m=O N 
Ass1gmng x = e•(k-k')a, (2 13) can be written as· 
Th1s IS a geometric progressiOn that can be solved as the sum to N terms. 
1- xN-1 1- e•(k-k')(N-l)a 
S N = = ---,,.---------;c;-;-;;---1 - X 1 - e•(k-k')a 
where k = Zrrn and k' = Zrrn' 
' a a 
e•(k-k')(N-I)a = e•Zrr(n-n')(N-1) = e•2rrp 
(2 13) 
(2 14) 
(2 15) 
where pIS an mteger, therefore, e'2"P = 1 and (2 12) IS equal to 0 When k = k', (2 12) 
IS equal to 1 Therefore, 
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1 ..t-- •(k-k') m _ _ { 1 k = kl N L., e - <lk,k' -
m=O 0 k#k', 
(2.16) 
1f k and k' both belong to the first Brilloum zone If k' hes outs1de the first Bnllouin 
zone then we must sh1ft 1t by a rec1procallattice vector G such that k' 1s returned to 
the first Brillouin zone Therefore, (2 16) becomes, 
1N {1k=ki-G N L e•(k-k') m = <lk,k'-G = 
m=O 0 k#k'-G 
(2 17) 
If the cond1t1on set by (2 8) has been satisfied then we have shown that Bloch functions 
are orthogonal and normalised. 
For simplic1ty we can approximate w(r - m), in the Wannier representation of the 
Bloch funct10n (2 6), to be the ground state wave funct10n of hydrogen (si, 
and 
1 !r-m! 
w(r- m) = ~e- •B , 
7ra3 B 
(2 18) 
(2 19) 
where a8 is the Bohr radius The electron wave function of the atomic orb1tal decays 
exponentially as the d1stance from the mth s1te in wh1ch the 10n 1s located 1s mcreased. 
If Wanmer orb1tals are strongly local1sed around m, then the tlght-bmdmg approxl-
matlOn can be used In order for the Wanmer function to be locahsed around m the 
Bohr radms must be much smaller than the lattice spacmg, a8 < < a. The probab1hty 
of tunneling is not strictly zero but is heav1ly restricted 
We make the assumpt10n that two electromc wavefunct10ns centred around nelghbour-
mg s1tes have very httle overlap. Therefore, by lookmg at the overlap between two 
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orbitals on ne1ghbounng s1tes, we can draw the assumptiOn that as < < a so that the 
overlap integral is small, 
J 1/l!:ll!.=l . w'(r)w(r-m)dr=- e-·Be- "B dr~e-·B <<1. 7ra3 S 
In an unperturbed crystal lattice, an electron moves m a penod1c potentml whiCh IS 
defined by the local dens1ty approx1mat10n The one-electron wave function IS descnbed 
by the Wanmer functiOn, where the Wannier orbital represents an atomic orb1tal, and 
we make use of the t1ght-bmdmg approx1mat10n w1th the assumption that as << a 
When the electron occupies the valence or conduction band edge, the energy of the 
electron E(k) has the d1spers10n of a free electron, E(k) = ~::::, but With mb i m 
As we progress to look at the 1mpunty band, two important conditions w1ll be con-
sidered here The first, where the valence band E(k) has its maximum at the r-pomt 
(k = 0) of the Bnlloum zone, and the second where E(k) has 1ts max1ma at k i 0, as 
m Ge and 81 For example, 1f E(k) has a maximum at(~,~) (the anti-nodal direct10n) 
m a square lattice, then E(k) also has maxima at ( -~, -~), (-~,~)and(~,-~). The 
pomts of wh1ch are shown m F1gures 2 4( a) and 2 4(b) respectively From many ex-
penments for cuprates, [28], [32],[45], there IS a sharp quaslpartlcle peak at the(~,~) 
pomt of the Bnlloum zone, that disappears in the (1r, 0) d1rect10n We shall therefore 
analyse th1s part of the Bnlloum zone usmg our model However, firstly 1t is necessary 
to carry out the mvest1gat10n for the r-pomt of the Bnlloum zone for s!mphc1ty 
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(n,n) 
. L (n,O) r r 01) 
(a) (b) 
F1gure 2 4. The valence band max1maat (a) r-pomt and (b)(~,~) pomt of the Bnllouin 
zone wh1ch also shows the (1) nodal and (u) anti-nodal d1rectwns of the Bnlloum zone. 
2.2 Perturbed Crystal Lattice 
In the ARPES experiment X-rays with energy mv are targeted to h1t an element of the 
crystal wh1ch em1ts electrons from ms1de the sample due to the photoelectnc effect. 
The Harmltoman of an electron m a penodic potential V(r) is giVen by H = ~ + V(r), 
where p IS the momentum operator If a vector potential is also present, as IS the case 
of ARPES, then p --+ p + ~A(r, t) Therefore, in the presence of an electromagnetic 
field with vector potential A(r, t) and electnc potential V(r) an electron IS descnbed 
by 
H = J_[p + ~A(r, t)JZ + V(r) 2m c (2 20) 
Expandmg the brackets, 
H = 2~(P+~A(r,tl)(I>+~A(r,t))+V(r) 
= 2~ (I>2 + ~(p·A(r,t) +A(r,t) ·I>))+ 2::2 A2(r,t) + V(r), (2 21) 
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and making the assumptiOn that the electromagnetic field IS weak, we neglect the A2 
term. The Ham1ltoman now reads, 
H=Ho+-
2
e ((p A(r,t)+A(r,t)·:P)), 
me 
(2 22) 
where H0 is the Ham1ltoman of the unperturbed crystal latt1ce (2 2) and the second 
term can be treated as a perturbation. 
Monochromatic radiation has a simple plane wave solutwn and the vector potentml1s 
defined as 
A(r, t) = A+(r, t) + A_(r, t) 
where, 
(2 23) 
A_(r, t) corresponds to photon emission and A+(r, t) corresponds to photon absorp-
tion In ARPES, a photon is absorbed m the sample and we are therefore only con-
cerned with the e-•k r+owt term The wavelength of mcommg photons IS far greater 
than the size of the atom, .X>> as Therefore, e•q r"" 1 as lql = 2; << as, and the 
space modulatwn of the vector potential can be neglected, 
A(r, t) = A0(r, t)e""t ""A(t). 
Usmg the fact that the vector potential is mdependent on r, the perturbatiOn term in 
(2 22) can be simplified 
Now p and A(t) commute and (2 22) reads, 
zeli 
H =Ho- -A· \1. 
me 
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(2 24) 
The perturbation operator H1 = -~~A V', depends on the vector potential A and 
therefore on the electric and magnetic fields of the radiation 
E = -~dA 
c dt 
B=V'xA 
The mteractwn of the magnetic field 1s significantly smaller than the perturbation 
term H 1 , caused by the interactiOn w1th the electnc field Therefore, the effect of the 
magnetic mteraction can be Ignored, whereas the electric field has a spatmlly constant 
amplitude over the atomic region 
The vector potential can be re-defined in terms of the electnc field. 
A - A •wt- lCE 
- oe - ' 
w 
(2 25) 
where A 0 = eA0 A~ 1s proportiOnal to the intensity of the rad1at10n wrth polarizatiOn 
e In many ARPES studies of cuprates the electric vector of mcident hght E IS parallel 
to the Cu02 plane, and 45° to the Cu02 bonds (28], (30], (32], (45], (54], thereby, 
the polansation of mcommg photons IS defined by expenment m the (0, 0) _, (n, n)-
d~rection of the Bnlloum zone 
The perturbatiOn mteraction H1 is called the d1pole apprmamatwn as 1t can also be 
expressed as e r 
We take the matriX element. 
(2 26) 
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and prove the commutatiOn [Ho, r] = ~'\7 such that, 
(2 27) 
V(r) and r commute and (2.27) then reduces to, 
(2 28) 
We apply (2 28) to a functwn 1/J(r), 
-·r-r·- 1/J(r) [ p2 p2] 2m 2m 
(2 29) 
Usmg the product rule of d1fferent1atwn 
= .!!._ [v (r. d1/J(r) + 1/J(r))- r. '\7. d7j;(r)] 
2m dr dr 
.!!._ [r d27j;(r) + d7/J(r) + d7/J(r) _ r. d27/J(r)] 
2m dr2 dr dr dr2 
.!!._ [2 d7/J(r)] 2m dr 
- fi2 [d1/J(r)] . (2 30) 
m dr 
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Therefore, 
- ~Aoe (1/!t IHor- rHo I 'If,) e""1 
te 
= -he Aoe · (1/lt I(Et- E,)rl 'If,) 
- -~Ao (1ft le· rl 'If,) e""1 
c 
- -eEoe (1ft le· rl 'If,) 
For our convenience we use A · p interaction instead of e · r 
(2 31) 
2.3 Fermi-Dirac Golden Rule and the ARPES Tech-
. 
m que 
Angle-resolved photoem1ssion spectroscopy IS closely hnked to mvcstigations of the 
electromc structure of crystalline systems X-rays With energy !iJ.,; are targeted to h1t 
a sample whiCh em1ts electrons due to the photoelectric effect, as shown m F1gure 2.5 
Many aspects of photoemJssJon can be descnbed in a smgle part1cle picture as the 
emJsswn of an electron from an occupied one-electron orb1tal to the state descnbmg 
the propagatiOn of the photoelectron We can therefore use the potential well approx-
imatiOn to illustrate the ARPES technique as shown m F1gure 2 6 
The potential wel!Js confined to a volume L 3 In order to completely free the electron 
from the crystal, the x-ray energy must overcome the work functiOn W of the sample 
and the bindmg energy Eb of the electron m the anginal band The kmetJC energy of 
the out-going electron is therefore 
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Detector 
Figure 2.5: The ARPES experiment 
(2.32) 
where k1 is the electron momentum at the detector. Again the energy of the free 
electron differs from the energy of the electron in the band. 
If a pert urbation is applied to a system in a stationary state at a particular time t, 
then this perturbation results in the system undergoing transitions between stationary 
states . These states are specified by eigenvalues Ek and a complete set of eigenfunctions 
'1/Jk, and the evolution of the electron is described by the time-dependenL Schodinger 
equation: 
ilidw(t) = iiw(t) 
dt ' (2.33) 
a solution to which is: 
(2.34) 
k k 
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L 
Figure 2.6 The potential well IllustratiOn of ARPES 
where '1/Jk forms a complete set, ak(t) IS restncted by ~k lak(t)l2 = 1 iJ IS the Hamil-
tonian of the system under perturbatiOn, iJ =Ho+ H1 
Substitutmg (2 34) into (2 33), 
(2 35) 
and differentiatmg the left hand side yields 
""' [ ~ ~ dak(t)] ""' ~ ,n.~ -ak(t),we-• • '1/Jk+e-• • '1/Jk~ =(Ho+HI)~ak(t)e-• • '1/Jk (2 36) 
We recall that Ho'I/Jk = Ek'I/Jk, therefore (2.36) becomes, 
Re-writmg in Dirac notatiOn (2 37) becomes, 
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(2 37) 
(2.38) 
Multiplymg from the left by (k'l, where (k'l belongs to a complete set of e1genfunctwns 
k 
(k'lk) = Sk',k• and we can make a summation over k such that, 
dak•(t) 
dt 
dak•(t) 
dt 
L ak(t)e-¥ (k'l lh lk) 
k 
: Lak(t)e'ce,,~e•>• (k'l HI lk) 
tl< k 
= _!_ L ak(t)e'w•'.•' (k'l HI lk), tn k 
(2 39) 
(2.40) 
where E.•;E• = Wk',k 1s the Bohr angular frequency (2.40) provides a set of Simulta-
neous differential equations for ak, solutwns of wh1ch can be obtamed by considering 
successive approx1matwns· 
a~>(t) 1s the coefficient of the zero-order approx1mat10n and 1s t1me mdependent as 1t 
descnbes the 1mtml state of the system before the perturbation 1s apphed At t1me 
t = 0 we assume the system to be m an unperturbed state lk) = IO) of energy Eo 
The perturbatiOn 1s then sw1tched on and the system is allowed to mteract w1th the 
perturbative field We choose the initial cond1t10n such that a~>(o) = Sk,o, then, 
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where H1 = ~~e'"'' A0 • 'i1 = \l[e""', therefore. 
= (2 41) 
The probab1hty P(t) of d1rect transit10n from state IO) to lk') in tlme t = t' mduced 
by the presence of a perturbatwn field 1s g1ven by 
(2.42) 
Therefore, 
(2 43) 
(2 44) 
If we assign the function F(w, t) = l-~swt and plot F(w, t) as a functwn of w for a 
perturbatwn "sw1tched on" for a time t, then we see that the trans1tlon probab1hty 
behaves hke a d1rac-delta functwn as t approaches mfinity as shown m F1gure 2. 7. 
F(w, t) is strongly peaked around w = 0 1mplymg that trans1t10ns between 1mtwl and 
final states are favoured 1f energy 1s conserved 
The hmit t --> oo implies that the trans1tion has been completed and the perturbation 
potent1al1s so small that trans1twns do not overlap m space or time In th1s lim1t, we 
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F(w,t) 
F1gure 2 7 A functiOn of F(w, t) agamst w to show 1ts behavwur as a delta functwn. 
obtain the standard Identity, 
lim F(w, t) = 1!'t8(wk',o + w), 
t-oo 
(2 45) 
and therefore, the transition probab1hty becomes, 
(2 46) 
However, as no expenment will hold the perturbatwn to an mfimte t1me, 1t IS of more 
s1gmficance to look at the transition probab1hty per umt hme, 
dP(t) 211'""' 2 
W = dt = h ~ 1('1/Jr IH1I '1/J,)I 8(Er- E1 + llw), (2 47) 
• 
where Er,'I/Jr and E., 'I/!, are the energy and wave functions of the final state and 1mtial 
states respectively, and (2 47) therefore represents a generalised form of the trans1t10n 
rate W (2 48) exphc1tly demonstrates the Heisenberg uncertamty prmc1ple between 
the half-w1dth of the peak D.w and the hfe time t of the perturbatiOn As shown m 
F1gure 2 7, the trans1t10n IS strongly favoured between - 2; :::; w :::; 2;, therefore, 
D.Et 2 h (2 48) 
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The time-dependent perturbation theory can be applied to a system interactmg With 
an electromagnetic wave, and therefore serves as a useful tool for ARPES analysis 
Accordmg to (2 47) ARPES can be very well descnbed by the Fermi Golden Rule 
where Er is the final kmetJc energy of the electron at the detector defined by (2 32) 
and we define E, = ~k as the initial energy m a band relative to the chemical potential 
JL, such that ~k = Ek - JL. Introducing the bmdmg energy Eb, 
(2 49) 
(2 47) therefore becomes, 
(2 50) 
We must take into consideration the probability that the 1mtial state IS occupied m 
order for the transitiOn to take place, given by the Fermi d1stnbutwn functiOn. 
(2 51) 
The transition rate IS proportional to the number of available final states, however, It 
is also Important to consider the number of imtial states that can be excited Thereby, 
we must make a summatiOn over all possible initial states The mtroductwn of the 
Fermi distribution function accounts for the fact that direct photoem1ssion probes 
only occupwd electromc states and therefore, the ARPES photocurrent IS descnbed by 
(2 52), 
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(2 52) 
We ass1gn J.t to a zero bindmg energy pomt The Imtml state must be occupied m order 
to be excited, therefore, Eb must be negative as it hes below f.!· Below f.! all states are 
occupied and therefore n(Eb) = 1 at T =OK because n(Eb) IS a step functiOn defined 
by 
(2 53) 
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Chapter 3 
ARPES near the r-point of the 
Valence Band 
We use {2.52) to determme the photocurrent for both the valence band and the 1mpunty 
band separately and then look at the effect of the total ARPES photocurrent For 
simplicity, we first consider the case when the maximum of the valence band IS at the 
r pomt of the Bnllouin zone Chapter 4 progresses further to consider the case where 
k = k0 # 0, in particular k0 = G, ~) and {n, 0) 
3.1 Valence Band 
To establish the photoemission intensity of the valence band, we must first evaluate 
the d1pole matnx element g) = (1/Jr IH1 11/Jk) We take the initial wave functiOn 1/Jk m 
{2 52) to be the Bloch function in the Wannier representatwn· 
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1 1/Jk = ,fN L e'k mw(r- m}, 
m 
and the final wavefunction 1/Jr to be a simple plane wave· 
"'' - _l_e•kr l"f - • vv 
(3.1} 
(3 2} 
We can confine the whole system to a large cub1cal box of volume V, as defined m the 
poten tml well approx1mat10n so that the final state wavefunct10n IS normahsed to the 
volume of the box Although the plane wave is a good approx1mat10n when the electron 
is completely free from the crystal, it does not take into account any "dampmg" effects 
that may occur wh!lst the electron IS travelmg through the sample 
F1gure 3 1· As the electron (red} travels through the sample it undergoes collisiOns 
with other electrons or impuntles (grey) and its wavefunctwn can not be descnbed by 
a plane wave 
Durmg th1s time, the electron may undergo a number of colhswns with other electrons 
or 1mpuntJes and phonons and we cannot approximate the wavefunct10n to be a s1mple 
normahsed plane wave However, th1s "trul" of the final state IS a many-body unsolvable 
problem, one of wh1ch we can only approximate by a colhswn broadenmg 
The matnx element for the trans1t10n is a term that ascertams the strength of the 
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couphng between the final and mitial states of the system 
q; = J _1_e-•kl r 1- !en Aoe V'l-1- '"""e•kmw(r- m) 0 dr VV me .jN L., m 
1 1 !en A L tk m J tkl r " ( ) d 
------ o e e- eo vw r-m 0 ro 
VV.JNme m 
V = .,(FiO}, where a IS the lattice spacmg and N is the number of primitive cells m 
the sample, so that 
""' - 1 1 !en A L tk m J -•kl r ::o- ------- o e e e 
.,fFiO} .JN me 
m 
V'w(r- m) o dr (3 3) 
Integrating by parts, It IS noticed that e-•k1 r and w(r -m) can swap places in the 
mtegral removing the complexity of applymg V' operator on the Wanmer orbital, , 
1 1 !enA '""" tk m J ( ) " -•k r d =-------oL.,e wr-meove I or 
.,fFiO} .JN me 
m 
(3 4) 
and we can now easily evaluate the integral m (3 3) First we apply V' to e-•k1 r 
(3 5) 
Therefore, (3 3) becomes, 
q; = 1 !en A ( k ) L tk m j ( ) tk r dr ---- 0 -! 1 o e e w r- me- I Na3f2 me 
m 
1 eliA (k )'""" •km! ( ) .k r dr 
= -Na3/2me ore L.,e wr-me- I 
m 
(3 6) 
Substitutmg r- m= r', (3 6) becomes, 
--1-~Ao(k e)'""" e•km jw(r')e-•k1 (r'+m) o dr' 
N a312 me 1 L., 
m 
--
1
- eli A0(k o e)'""" e•(k-kr) m J w(r')e-•k1 •' o dr'o N a312 me 1 L., 
m 
(3 7) 
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Because kr IS not necessanly restncted by the first Brilloun zone, 
(3 8) 
m 
where G IS a reciprocal lattice vecor (Gx = 2:, ": in a 1D cham) 
Therefore, 
(3 9) 
where 
d0 = J w(r')e-•kt r' dr' (3 10) 
In many ARPES expenments [28], [30], [32], [45], [54], the polarisation of incoming 
photons IS 45° to the Cu-0 bonds, definmg e to be along the (0, 0)-> (1r, 1r) direction 
of the Bnlloum zone This IS thought to be because the quasipartJcle peak is more 
pronounced when the mcident hght IS polarised m this directiOn However for simplicity 
here we define eJix As e IS a umt vector Its magmtude IS 1 and Its purpose serves to 
define only the direction of polarisatiOn The duectwns within the Brilloum zone are 
defined m Figure 2.4b. 
Using (2 52) and the conservation of momentum such that k = k 1 - G 
(3 11) 
It IS clear that the number of photons per unit time detected at the detector IS pro-
portiOnal to the mtens1ty of the X-ray A~ However, we now need to determme d0 
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If we apprmamate the atomic orbital w(r) as the is)-state of hydrogen, expressed m 
(2 18) and for simplicity take G = 0 so that k = k1, then 
(3 12) 
Integrating yields, 
d _ 2rr 1 ( 1 _ 1 ) 
0 - ~ zk ( .~ - zk r ( .~ + zk r (3 13) 
We can simplify (3 13), such that, 
do 
(3 14) 
and 
ldolz = 64:2 ( 1 4) , 
rraa a~ ( ai + k2) (3 15) 
where k E 1st Bnlloum zone and lkl ::; ~ a8 < < a JUStifies the use of the tight-bmdmg 
approximation and IS the conditiOn set for the Wannier orbital to be strongly localised 
The effect of k2 in (3 15) can be neglected in comparison to :} as :} >> ~. d0 now aB a 8 a 
becomes, 
(3 16) 
the umts of whiCh bemg m3 Substituting this back mto (3.11) yields, 
2rr e2 !i2 
h(k, Eb) = -;;- 2 2 3 A~ 64a1rr(kJ e? o(Eb- ~k)n(Eb), (3 17) u,mca 
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which gives the mtens1ty of the electrons released from the valence band 
Electrons that are released are often termed "hot" electrons The collisiOns of these 
"hot" electrons with the surface and other electrons and phonons, cause a broadenmg 
in the 8-functiOn as the collisiOns widen the peak. At this pomt we understand that 
f<:Ooo 8(x) dx = f<:Q
00
2(x) dx = 1, (where 2 is the Lorenzian functiOn) and we can 
therefore replace the 8-functiOn with the 2-functiOn to ac~ommodate this "fimte-state 
dampmg". 
Therefore, 
(3 18) 
where, 
(3 19) 
and /b =~'where r is the "collisiOn time" of the electron 
If we assign the chemical potential J1 to a zero binding energy then all states below J1 
must have negative energy 
ARPES IS probmg only occupied states below the chemical potential. Emission from 
the top of the valence band IS only possible If J1 IS situated at the top of the valence 
band or above by energy 6., as shown m Figure 3 14. Therefore we must also mclude 
e( -(Eb + 6.)), such that, 
(3 20) 
When 6. = 0, J1 IS s1ttmg at the top of the valence band 
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The photocurrent for the valence band now reads· 
(3 21) 
At this stage It is necessary to analyse the umts of h and for our convemence we 
measure all energies m umts of "Y so that, 
I (k E) - Io "ib 8(-(- bo)) 
b , b - [(- + ;;; + n'k' )2 + -2] 'b + 
"Y 7r fb "" 2mn "Yb 
(3 22) 
"Y is a measure of the average 10msat10n energy of Impurity states and "ib = :;;-, Eb = ~b, 
and b. = ~ are now dimensiOnless parameters However, we are also interested m the 
k-dependence of the expression, therefore It IS also necessary to make k a dimensionless 
parameter. We choose k = k:, so that, 
(3 23) 
3.1.1 Intensity Plots for the Valence Band 
Before progressmg any further It is essential to discuss the reasomng behmd why we 
can keep the ( e · k 1) term m !0 constant k 1 IS scanned over a very small angle wh1ch 
IS used to scan very close to the f-pomt of the Bnlloum zone k1 IS very large so we 
use the reciprocal lattice vector G to return It to the first Bnlloum zone. As we are 
only scannmg over a very small range of k, we can assume k 1 "" G and therefore It 
can be kept as a constant, as shown m Figure 3 2 
When lookmg at the parameter "'fb, we look at two important cases the non-Fermi 
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k, 
r G 
F1gure 3 2 k1 IS scanned over a small range and used to determme k We can assume 
that k 1 "" G and therefore kept as a constant 
hqmd case and the Ferm1 hqmd case. When considering a non-Fermi hquid, 'Yb has a 
chosen value that is kept constant. For the second case, 1t is of primary importance to 
denve the effect of the Fermi hquid theory on the dampmg coefficient 'Yb 
We consider the colhswn of a partiCle w1th energy ~k = Ek - J1 > 0, 1 e m the exc1ted 
orb1tal 1 as shown m F1gure 3.3(a) and (b), and another particle w1th energy ~k < 0, 
1 e an electron m the filled orb1tal 2 also shown in F1gure 3 3(a) and (b) After the 
colhswn, both particles must be scattered into unoccupied states 3 and 4 above the 
Fermi surface as the Pauh exclusion prmc1ple forbids the electrons to be scattered mto 
any occupied state below the Fermi surface The conservation of energy reqmres that 
6 + 6 = 6 + ~4 If both 6 and ~4 he above the Fermi surface, where ~k > 0, then 
6 + ~4 > 0 Therefore, 6 + 6 > 0, also 6 > 0 but 6 < 0, therefore 6 > -6 otherw1se 
~1 + 6 would not be greater than 0 A colhswn is thus only poss1ble 1f 6 hes w1thm a 
shell thickness of 6 
However, even 1f the target electron hes w1thm the smtable energy range, only a small 
fractiOn of final state orbitals are compatible w1th the conservatiOn of energy and mo-
mentum as allowed by the Pauli exclusion principle This fraction of states 1s proper-
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E 
(b) (a) 
k 
Figure 3 3 (a) 6,6 and ( 4 above the Fermi level and 6 below the Fermi surface, (b) 
6 hes within a shell thickness of 6 w1thm the Fermi surface. 
tional to 6 [55] The fractiOn of electrons in filled orbitals that are avmlable to scatter 
IS also proportiOnal to 6 The scattermg rate is proportional to both the number of 
available final states and the number of electrons It may scatter off, therefore "fb ~ e 
The Fermi hqmd theory descnbes the effect of electron-electron interactiOn where as 
the non-Fermi hqmd theory descnbes more readily the electron-impunty mteractwn 
However, we discuss the realms of a Fermi liquid and a non-Fermi !quid m context to a 
normal metal rather than a semiconductor In a semiconductor, there is a gap with no 
states near the Fermi level If Jl hes Withm the gap, assuming there are no 1mpunties 
We d1scuss the Ferm1-hqmd case for the sake of companson only With these cases m 
mind we plot ARPES for the valence band 
Intensity Plots 
We take (3 23) and define 7 = 0 le V and 2';;.::, = 0 5eV, therefore, 
I (k E) - Io "ib 0(-(- Li)) 
b ' b - "( 7r[(Ed Li + 5k2)2 +ill Eb + (3 24) 
The chemical potential has been chosen as zero bmdmg energy and IS placed at a 
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pos1tion Cl = 0 1 above the valence band edge It IS clear from F1gure 3 4 that as /b 
IS mcreased, the width of the peak IS also mcreased qmte s1gmficantly and there IS a 
promment d1sperswn of kin 3 4(a) and (b) In the case where /b IS very large (Figure 
3 4(c)), there IS no peak at all F1gure 3 4(d) depicts the effect of the Ferm1 hquid 
theory which shows agam a promment k-d1sperswn, and a sharp peak that gradually 
reduces m mtens1ty as k is mcreased 
The k-d1spersion of each case IS shown m F1gure 3 5, which also shows that the peak 
w1dens as /b mcreases and that the intens1ty of the peak eventually reduces with a 
s1gmficant increase ink m the Fermi hqmd case (3 5(c)) It 1s also evident that ask 
increases in both the Fermi hqmd and non-Fermi hqmd case the ARPES peak d1sperses 
towards the negative regwn, as pred1cted by the analytical expressions denved for the 
valence band m Appendix A 
The intens1ty plots over the Brillouin zone shown m F1gure 3 6 descnbe best the be-
haviOur of the mtensity as both /b and k are mcreased The pomt of max1mum mten-
Sity 1s centred around the k = (0, 0) pos1tlon (f-pomt) of the Bnlloum zone and the 
r /mtenslty relatiOnship is also noticed 
From these results 1t IS clear that as /b 1s increased sigmficantly the w1dth of the peak 
Will also be mcreased s1gmficantly and at very large /b there may be no peak at all. 
"Hot" electrons from the valence band w!ll undergo "fimte state dampmg" as they 
travel to the surface If we assume th1s fimte state damping to be large then we may 
offer an explanatwn to the background s1gnal seen m many ARPES expenments, [27], 
[28], [30], [32], [56], [57] 
In F1gure 3 6 we present an mtens1ty plot over the Bnllouin zone at 11 (Eb = 0), I(k, 0) 
[32], [58] 
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3.2 Impurity Band 
In semiconductors, occupied states in the valence band are separated from unoccupied 
states in the conduction band by the forbidden gap, E9 . When a semiconductor is 
doped with impurities, localised states are introduced into the forbidden gap forming 
donor and/ or acceptor levels, as shown in Figure 3.7. If EA ED << E9 then EA and 
ED are known to be shallow levels. We choose the impurity atom to be hydrogen-like, 
as the hydrogen model accurately predicts many properties of shallow levels [59] and 
shallow levels confidently determine the transport properties of semiconductors [60] . 
CONDUCTION BAND 
VALENCE BAND 
Figure 3.7: Energy bands of a semiconductor showing the forbidden gap E9 , the ac-
ceptor level EA and the donor level ED· 
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The electron wavefunction in the valence band is descnbed by the Bloch function 
In the impurity band, the electron wavefunction still has some features of the Bloch 
functwn, in particular, near the top of the valence band at k = 0, where the Bloch 
functiOn holds the period1city of the crystal lattice, Wk(r) = u0 (r). The impunty 
electron wa\·efunctwn 1s the product of a slowly varymg envelope function F(r) and 
the penod1c functiOn u0(r) [61], [62] as, 
W>mp = F(r)uo(r) 
... 
I -- ~- -~- -- - - -~-- - --- - -- -I 
,., 
u,(r) 
,_- F(r) 
(3 25} 
F1gure 3 8 The impurity wavefunction as a product of a varymg envelope functiOn 
F(r) and a penod1c functiOn u0(r) 
The 1mpurity state wave functiOn decays w1th the d1stance from the impunty when 
placed at r = 0, as shown m F1gure 3 8 To apply Bohr's hydrogen model to shallow 
donors, we must make corrections to the electron mass and the stat1c d1electnc constant 
to allow for the fact that the electron 1s movmg through a crystal rather than a vacuum 
We must substitute the bare electron mass m w1th the "effect1ve" electron band mass 
m6, whlCh 1s a d1rect consequence of the penod1c potential. We make the assumptwn 
that the electron orb1t around the 1mpunty 1on (a8) extends over many lattice constants 
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(a) and JS therefore subJect to the periodic potential of the crystal Therefore, m the 
1mpunty band ail > > aB and mb may d1ffer s1gmficantly from m 
The Coulomb interaction V(r) IS descnbed by: 
e2 
V(r) = -4-, 11"£or (3 26) 
where to IS the permJtlVltty of free space Again, we must allow for the fact that the 
electron 1s moving through a crystal rather than a vacuum, and we therefore assume 
that the crystal has a dielectnc constant tr (relative permJtlVltty) Therefore, (3.26) 
becomes, 
(3.27) 
The effect of the larger d1electnc constant giVes a weak bmdmg energy of the electron 
orb1tmg the impurity ion, and an extended wavefunction for the bound state [62] In 
the hydrogen atom, the Bohr radms aB IS g1ven by. 
411"ton2 
aB= 2 • me 
However, in the 1mpunty band, ail >>aB [60], and to-> fofr 
• _ 47rtotrn2 _ ( m ) 
a8 - - fr - aB 
mbe2 mb 
(3 28) 
(3 25) descnbes the impurity electron wavefunction where F(r) IS the slowly varymg 
envelope functwn and u0 (r) is a penodic functwn The Bloch functwn u0 1s expressed 
m terms of the Wannier functwn· 
and 
1 
'ifo(r) = uo(r) = "'L w(r- m) 
vN m 
1 
'if,mp(r) = "'L w(r- m)F(r). 
vN m 
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(3 29) 
(3 30) 
It IS necessary at this point to denve the normahsatwn condition for the Impurity 
wavefunction, such that J 17f,mp(r)l2 dr = 1 Therefore, 
J(~">;w*(r-m')) (~~w(r-m))F2 (r) ·dr=1 
= ~ L L J F 2 (r)w*(r- m')w(r- m) · dr 
m' m 
The overlap mtegral of the Wannier orb1tals IS small, see Chapter 2, therefore we can 
leave only terms w1th m' = m, 
= ~ L j F2 (r)w(r- m)w(r- m) · dr, 
m 
(3 31) 
and, as IS shown in figure (3 9), the overlap of the Wanmer orb1tal w1th the envelope 
function IS only s1gmficant at the pomt where r = m. 
F(r) 
F(m) 
m 
F1gure 3 9 The overlap of the Wanmer funct10n w1th the envelope function F(r) 
Therefore (3 31) becomes, 
(3 32) 
where mx, my and m, are integers of a, defined m F1gure 2 3 In the hm1t where a --+ 0 
and the number of atoms (N) tends to infinity we can no longer make a summatwn 
over m so mstead we can integrate over r, the pos1tion vector 
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In !-dimension, 
(3 33) 
where x = ma For a 3D lattice we have, 
(3 34) 
Therefore, 
(3 35) 
and 
Hence, the normalised envelope function of the impurity wavefunction is, 
(
Na3)! r F(r) = - 3 exp( --), 1faB aB (3.36) 
1fwe assume that F(r) ~exp(-+) 
aB 
A general formulatiOn of photoem1ssion mtensity is given by (2.47), however, we also 
mclude 0(-E,) to ensure that we are probing only occupied states, 
We define the mitial energy relative to the chemical potential, and take J1- = 0, as a 
reference pomt In this case, the chemical potential Is no longer situated at the top of 
the valence band but at a level within the impunty band E, must he below J1- and as 
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all states below fl are occupied, the probability that E, IS occupied IS equal to 1 The 
Imtial energy 1s the energy level of the impunty wn, E, = E,mp = E, and the final 
energy can agam be used to determme the bindmg energy of the electron in 1ts ongmal 
band (2 50) Therefore, 
I,mp(k,, E,) = L 2; I( 1/Jr 1-~ Aoe V'I,P,) 12 o(Eb- E,)8(-Eb), 
• 
(3 37) 
makmg a summation over all possible imtial states z. 
The d1pole matriX element of the impurity band is given by the denvatlve of the Founer 
component of the atom1c orbital F(r) We take the initial wavefunctwn to be the 
1mpunty electron wavefunctwn (3 30) and the final wavefunctwn to be the normalised 
plane wave (3 2) Therefore, 
9J,mp = J -1-e-•kJ r (- zlie A0e. V') F(r)-1- ""'w(r- m)· dr VV me IN L.J m 
--
1
--
1
-zlie A0 ""'je-•kJ r(e · V')F(r)w(r- m) dr, 
..[ili(li IN me L.J 
m 
and we can mampulate the mtegral to Simplify it, 
1 lieAo L:;j k 
= -----(kt e) F(r)w(r- m)e-• I rdr 
Na312 me 
m 
F(r) can be expanded in the Founer senes as 
(3 38) 
(3 39) 
(3 40) 
where [q[ ;S J,. << l """ IGI F(r) can also be represented as the mtegral of a fimte 
a, a 
number of wave vector components mfimtely close together 1f q vanes contmuously 
instead of in discrete values, 
(3 41) 
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For convemency we take q as discrete, 
17> _ 1 lieAo (k ) "J d ( ) -•kJ r" •q rf, 
:::P•mp - - N a3/2 me I . e 6 r w r - m e 6 e q 
m q 
We make the substltutwn r- m= r 1, 
= __ 1_/ieAo (k . e)" J drl w(rl)e-•kt (r'+m) "e'q (r'+m)J, ~~~ I 6 6 q 
m q 
= __ 1_/ieAo (k . e)"" J dr w(rl)e•(q-kJ) r' e•(q-kJ) m f. 
Na3/2 me 1 66 q 
m q 
(3 42) 
(3 43) 
Due to the conservation of momentum k L:m e•(q-kt) m= Dq,krG and k1- G = q, 
1 lieAo( )! 1 ( 1) •Gr'"J. < 
= - a3/2 me e. kl dr w r e 6 quq,krG 
q 
(3 44) 
As q = k1- G, then, 
EZ'tmp 1 lieAo ( ) J 1 ( 1) ,G r' - 312-- e k1 dr w r e Ar-G a me 
1 lieAo 
= - 312 --(e · k1) do A,-G, a me (3 45) 
where d0 = J dr1 w(r1)e'G r', which IS the same mtegral as that giVen m (3.10), as here 
k 1 "" G as explamed m Chapter 4 
We now need to determme the Founer component, ArG = Jq of F(r), where 
~ J F(r)e-•qr dr = fq· 
N 3 1 We know from (3 36) that F(r) = (::-!h-)2 exp( -+),therefore, 
naB aB 
1 ( N a3 ) ~ J -r/a" -•q r d 
- -- e 8 • r V 11'a"3 B 
1 ~ ( :~) 2 J JJ e-rfa1,-•qrcos8r2 sin(} dr d(} d~ 
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(3 46) 
(3 47) 
Usmg u =cos !I, 
(3 48) 
which yields, 
f, _ 8rr ( N a3 ) ~ ( 1 ) 
q - V rrajj a8 ( ~ + q2) 2 , (3 49) 
and the dipole matnx element IS g1ven by, 
(3 50) 
where, 
do = j dr' w(r')e'G r' = 8a~\11r 
Therefore, the photoemission intensity from the 1mpunty band IS g1ven by, 
I (k E ) - 64rr ""/, ( l ) o(E - E) (3 51) 
b I• b - V L-;- o aS' [(a8)-2 + (k/- G)2]4 b ' , 
where 
as defined by (3.19) 
k )2 = 128e2/iA~a1rr2 (e k )2 f 2 _, 3 I , m L-a 
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It is important to recogmse here that a8 IS related to lE,+ t.l, where t. IS the pos1t10n 
of the Ferm1 energy with repsect to the valence band mronmum, see F1gure 3 14b. 
In the framework of the hydrogen model, 
and 
Therefore, 
n? lE,+ t.l = 2 •2 mbaB (3 52) 
Substituting (a8t 2 for lE,+ t.l, and renaming k1- G-+ k we obtain, 
(3 53) 
By defimtwn I;1 8(E - E1) is the density of impunty states in the impurity band 
When a semiconductor IS doped, the impunty levels form a band m the forbidden gap, 
occupymg the states nearest to the top of the valence band first, the dens1ty of states 
throughout the 1mpunty band then decays as shown m F1gure 3 10 
Here, we approximate the 1mpunty DOS, D(E), by asmgle exponent as I;, 8(E+E1)"" 
E+fl. 
Ae- ' , where 1 IS about the average wmzatwn energy of the 1mpunty states For a 
more prec1se approx1matwn of the DOS, refer to Chapter 8 
Taking the mtegral of D( E) g~ves the number of Impurities m the crystal, Nd, 
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E E 
Conduction band 
Valence band 
(a) (b) 
F1gure 3 10 (a) The energy bands in a doped semiconductor. (b)· The d1stnbutwn 
of energy levels in the 1mpunty bands EA and Ev, where n(E) IS the dens1ty of states 
so that, 
A= Nd. 
I 
(3 54) 
Therefore, the dens1ty of states D( E) 1s given by, 
( ) Nd _E±<l DE =-e '. 
I 
(3 55) 
The photocurrent for the 1mpunty band is therefore g1ven by, 
( h2 ) ~ I (k E ) = 64n Nd I 2moiEo+t.l 2 - e,~, 0(- E ) 
1mp , b V o (l k2ft2 ) 4 e b · 
I + 2mo1Eo+t.l 
(3 56) 
Expenmentally, the cuprate LaCu04, for example, IS doped w1th Strontium, Sr, such 
that La2_xSrxCu04, where x = ~11 11 IS the volume of the elementary umt cell, m 
our case a3, so that 
( n2 )~ I (k E ) = 64 !.._ Io 2moiEo+t.l 2 -Eo~" e(- E ) 
tmp , b 7r a3 (l k2fi2 ) 4 e b 
I + 2mo1Eo+t.l 
(3 57) 
If Jt 1s s1tuated at a pomt !:!. above the valence band edge then we have em1ssion from 
the 1mpunty states with energy -!:!. < E, < 0 and the valence band w1th energy 
E < -!:!.. 
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The photocurrent for the 1mpunty band now reads· 
(3 58) 
It IS also necessary at th1s point to analyze the umts of this expression and to make 
vanous parameters d1menswnless for our convemence We measure all energies in units 
of "( and choose k = k: · 
(3 59) 
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3.2.1 Intensity Plots for the Impurity Band 
"2 2 We define -2 n 2 = 0 5eV, and 1 = 0 1eV, therefore: moa 
(3 60) 
It is clear from 3 60 that the photocurrent mtensity for the impunty band is propor-
twnal to the number of 1mpunt1es x, wh1ch 1s also shown clearly from F1gures 3 12 and 
3 13 We ass1gn 2i. = 0.1, which evaluates at C;. = 0 01eV for our chosen /, therefore 
below -C,. there IS no em1sswn from the 1mpunty band F1gure 3 11 proves that the 
maximum intens1ty peak hes at the lower values of k and that the peak rapidly loses 
mtens1ty as k is increased In this case we have included k = 0 as th1s produces a 
peak of enormous mtens1ty. As k mcreases the impunty band ARPES peak d1sperses 
towards the positive region, away from the valence band edge, as pred1cted by the 
analyt1cal expresswns denved for the 1mpunty band m Appendix A Th1s d1sperswn IS 
m contrast to that expenenced in the valence band, where the peak disperses towards 
the negative region with mcreasing k 
Agam, we have mcluded mtens1ty plots over the Bnlloum zone in wh1ch the max1mum 
of the peak JS centred around the f-pomt of the Bnlloum zone (F1gure 3 13) The area 
of max1mum mtens1ty mcreases agam, provmg that I(k, E) ~ x for the impunty band 
Here, x IS the 1mpunty concentration per unit cell proportional to doping 
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Figure 3.11: J (k , E) vs energy for the impurity band for x = 0.05 and x = 0.1. 
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Figure 3.12: k dispersion vs energy for the impurity band for x = 0.05 and x = 0.1. k 
is measured in units of !':. 
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Figure 3.13: / (k , E) vs energy for t he impurity band for x = 0.05 and x = 0.1. 
3.3 Total ARPES Intensity 
T he total ARPES intensity is given by the intensity from the valence band and the 
impurity band, IAR.PEs(k , Eb) = h + l imp· Both h and l imp are measured in units of 
~ and for our convenience we re-label ib -7 Eb, .:Yb -7 /b, k--+ k and 6. -7 !::. : 
(3.61) 
As previously discussed, when 6. ~ 0, J-L is sitting on the valence band edge or inside 
the band and we have only emission from the valence band. When 6. > 0 we have 
emission from the impurity band and the valence band, as shown in Figure 3.14. 
J ARPES has been plotted and the lb-dependence has been investigated. The x-dependence 
need not be greatly investigated as it is apparent from the impurity band plots that 
the ARPES intensity is proportional to x, therefore, we fix x = 0.05 and vary /b 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.14: (a): Emission from the valence band when 6. = 0 and (b): Emission from 
the impurity band when 6. > 0. 
accordingly. However, we have also included plots for x = 0.01 for reference. 
As shown in Figure 3.15(a) and 3.15(b), when /b is very small, there are 2 peaks 
present in the ARPES spectra, one of which decreases in intensity as / b increases. 
As /b increases further one peak disappears and we are left only with the impurity 
band contribut ion (3.15). When considering the Fermi liquid theory there is only a 
small ARPES peak from t he valence band which proves to be relatively insignificant 
in comparison to the ARPES intensity from the impurity band. 
Figures 3.16 and 3.17 show that a change in /b has very little or no effect on the total 
ARPES spectra again suggesting that the contribution to t he ARPES spectra from the 
valence band is relatively insignificant and the ARPES peak is due to impurity states. 
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Figure 3.15: I (k , E) vs energy for the impurity band and valence band for various 
values of rb with a x fixed at x = 0.05. 
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Figure 3.16: k-dispersion for the impurity band and valence band with x fixed at 
x = 0.05. k is measured in units of ~. 
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Figure 3.17: Intensity over the Brillouin zone for the impurity band and valence band 
with x fixed at x = 0.05. k is measured in units of .!!: . 
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3.4 Discussion 
When considering the valence band on its own, it is clear that an increase ink creates 
a shift in the position of the ARPES peak towards the negative region (Figure 3.4 and 
3.5), and as /b is increased the peak also widens. In t he case of the Fermi liquid theory 
the peak gradually widens as k is increased and also loses some intensity. 
When looking at the impurity band plots (Figure 3.11) , we notice that as k is increased, 
the momentum of the peak shifts towards the positive region and the intensity of the 
peak decreases rapidly. It is also clear from Figure 3.13 that the impurity band intensity 
is proportional to the number of impurities x. 
Plotting both the impurity band and valence band together gives the total ARPES 
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Figure 3.18: I (k 1 E) vs energy for the impurity band and valence band for r = 0.005, 
r = 0.01, r = 20 when x= O.Ol. 
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intensity. It is clear from Figure 3.15 that as 'Yb is increased significantly the ARPES 
peak caused by the valence band is reduced and eventually disappears completely. In 
the case of the Fermi liquid theory, the peak due to the valence band is small and sharp 
and also gradually widens with increasing k. Figure 3.16 shows that as /b is increased, 
the k-dispersion of the total ARPES intensity is not affected, and therefore the dipole 
matrix elcmeuL of the impurity band contribu tes significantly to the dispersion ink. We 
also recognise that the impurity peak intensity in Figure 3. 18 is reduced in comparison 
to Figure 3.15 due to the change in the x-value. 
As previously discussed, the Fermi liquid t heory, where we take 'Yb "' E2 , greatly de-
scribes the effect of electron-electron interaction, where as the non-Fermi liquid theory 
describes best electron-impurity interaction. We assume the impurity band to be at 
the surface of the crystal and therefore, excited electrons are unaffected by fi nite state 
damping. However, , hot11 electrons from the valence band come from below the surface 
and are hugely subject to damping due to collisions with other electrons and phonons 
etc. We may, therefore, assume 'Yb to be very large, in which case we provide an argu-
ment for the background signal seen by many ARPES experiments, [27], [28], [30], [32], 
[56], [57]. This case also supports our idea of a strong electron-impurity interaction 
rather than an electron-electron interaction. 
It is important to evaluate at this stage, the validity of our results with that taken 
from ARPES results for cuprates, for example. As seen from Figure 3.19, it is evident 
that the background signal gives a relatively high contribution to the ARPES intensity 
in comparison to the impurity band. However , our results show something remarkably 
different. The impurity contribution from our theory is significantly greater than the 
contribution of the valence band. This is a result that will be considered more closely 
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in Chapter 8, when a clirect comparison with the ARPES of cuprates are carried out. 
-
·0.8 ·0.4 0 .0.8 ·0.4 0 .1).10 0. 10 
Energy relative to EF(eV) 
Figure 3. 19: The ARPES spectra for La2-xSrxCu04 [28] for various levels of doping, 
where (c) is plotted on an enlarged scale for x=0.03. 
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Chapter 4 
ARPES when the maximum of the 
valence band is at k =/:- 0 for a 3D 
orbital 
We now move to look at a s1tuatmn where the mroomum of the valence band IS not 
at the f-pomt of the Bnllouin zone but at a pomt k = k0 # 0 as IS the case for Ge 
and Si, for example To denve the ARPES mtens1ty for th1s cond1tion we use the same 
1deas and assumptiOns as that for the previous case, and the general form of the Ferm1-
D1rac Golden Rule (2 52) The intensities have then been plotted for the valence band, 
1mpunty band and total ARPES for vanous k pomts on the Bnlloum zone. However, 
we now also consider a poss1ble amsotropy between mx, my, and m, as th1s is also the 
case for Ge and Si [60], [62]. The 1mage plots have also been manipulated such that a 
more d1rect comparison to experimental ARPES results for cuprates can be made 
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4.1 
4.1.1 
Valence band maximum at k = (ZI ZI) 2' 2 
Valence Band and Intensity Plots 
To establish the photoem1sswn mtens1ty of the valence band we s1mply define a new 
~k such that (k = - 2~. (kx - kxo)2 - 2~, (ky - kyo)2 - 2~. (kz - kzo)2 - b., therefore, 
( 4 1) 
For s1mphc1ty we assume that the electromc d1spers10n IS exclusively determined by k11 
[58], as IS the case for the 2D copper ox1de superconductors therefore, neglectmg any 
effect of m. 
EmissiOn from the valance band does not come d1rectly from the surface but from 
further below the surface, therefore these 'hot' electrons are subJect to Lorentzian 
broadenmg and we can replace the 8-function with the Lorentz1an funct10n· 
l (k E ) - l "'b (}( (E b.)) b , b - o [(E +b.+ ...!L(k - k )2 + ...!L(k - k )2)2 + 2] - b + 
1[" b 2mz X xO 2my Y yD fb 
(4 2) 
Due to the crystal field symmetry, If E(k) has a max1mum at k0 then 1t also has a 
max~mum at -k0 In the following, we choose Just one E(k) max1mum 
Makmg all parameters d1menswnless we replace Eb --> Eb'Y, k --> k:, mx --> m. m., 
m" --> my me "'b --> :Yn and take ;::~ = 0 5e V· 
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h(k, E) xe( -(E'b+ 1>)) 
Io 'rb 
= 
'Y rr[(E'b + Ll + _g_(kx- kxo)2 + _g_(ky- kyo)2))2 + 'Yb2] mz m11 
X 0(-(f'b+l.)) (43) 
Intensity Plots 
When we change the position of the valence band maximum to the pomt k = ( ~, ~), the 
intensity of the peaks decreases and the width of the peaks mcrease m companson to 
Figure 3 4 Figure 4 1 and 4 2 agam show that as k IS mcreased the photoem1ssion peak 
disperses away from - tl and It IS also evident that the relationship with 'Yb behaves in 
the same way as that for the previous case (Figure 3.4). We notice that the ARPES 
peak IS sharper m Figure 3 4, however, there is a greater dispersiOn m the peak m 
Figure 4 1 
It IS also noticed that the mtensity peaks appear at much higher values of k than m 
3 4, however this IS clanfied by Figure 4.3 which shows the maximum of the peaks to 
be centred around the k = G, ~) point of the Bnlloum zone while at other pomts of 
the Bnlloum zone the mtensity IS 0 In Figures 4 1-4 3 ihx = ihy = 0 5 
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Figure 4.1: I (k , E) vs Energy for the valence band at k 0 = ( ~ , ~) for (a) .:Yb = 0. 01 and 
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Figure 4.2: k dispersion for the valence band at k0 = (~ , ~) for .:Y1> = 0.01. 
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Figure 4.3: Intensity over the Brillouin zone for the valence band at ko = (~ , ~) for 
i'b = 0.01. 
4.1.2 Impurity Band and Intensity Plots 
While determining the dipole matrix element of the impurity band, we again use the 
same ideas and assumpt ions as for the previous case. However, now we are interested 
in electrons situated in the impurity band where the valence band edge is situated at 
k = ko. In the impurity band, electrons still hold some of the features of the Bloch 
function and the impurity wavefunction is a product of the slowly varying envelope 
function F (r), and the Bloch function at the top of the valence band. F(r ) is a 
solution of the Schrodinger equation and chosen to be appropriate to the valence band 
[61]. Similar to the previous case, we model F(r) as the ground state wavefunction of 
hydrogen for simplicity, and take the interaction HI as defined in (2.24). We take t he 
final wavefunction (3.2) and the initial wavefunction: 
1 _....!:..._ 1 2: "k 1 2: "k 7/Ji = e a1J- et o·mw(r - m) = F (r)- e~ o·mw(r- m). 
c::;s JN .JN V 11uB m m (4.4) 
Substituting 7/Ji, 7J;1 and HI into the dipole matrix element expression ('lf;t l HI l'lf;i), and 
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mamuplatmg and evaluatmg the integral, we obtam, 
!»=-tile Ao-1--1-(e · k 1) "1 F(r)e•ko mw(r- m)e-•k1 r • dr (4 5) me ..;N .jV L.., 
m 
We expand F(r) in the Fourier series taking q to be d1screte (3 40). 
tile 1 1 !» = --Ao--(e 
me ../Nv'V k1) L L 1 e'q r /qw(r- m)e'ko me-•k1 r dr, m q 
and make the substitutiOn r- m= r', 
tfie 1 1 
=--Ao--(e 
me ../Nv'V k/) L L 1 e•(q-kJ) r /qw(r')e•(ko-kJ+q) m dr. m q 
We confine kr to the first Bnlloum zone and use (2.17) such that: 
!» = - /le Ao~ "J, b'k + k -G 1 e•(q-kJ) •' w(r') · dr' me a~ L...J q 0 q, 1 
q 
fie 1 " 
- --Ao~ L.., Jqb'ko+q,krG do, 
me a2 q 
as q- k 1 = G 
We evaluate Jq by association With (3 46) to (3 49) 
811' .,fFiG,3 1 
Jq= v J::':"'J(a•3( 1 +q2)2), y7ran B a;; 
(4 6) 
(4 7) 
( 4 8) 
(4 9) 
subst1tute mto (4 8), and make a summatiOn over q such that q = k 1 - k0 - G 
Therefore, 
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We subst1tute this mto our expresswn for the ARPES photocurrent for the 1mpunty 
band, where we convemently call k1 = k and obtain 
2 
"27r -lie A~ (e. k) 87r J]Va3 ( * I 1 ) do 
L.. fi me a'i V J:iia'3 a (-. + (k- k0 ± G)2)2 t V 11 uB B a8 2 
x o(Eb + E,)e( -Eb)e(Eb +to) 
" 128fie2 A6 ( )2 64a17r ( 1 ) 2 
- L.. m2c2 a3 e . k --y a•5(_1_ + (k - k - G)2)4 do 
, B aS2 0 
x o(Eb- E,)fJ( -Eb)fJ(Eb +b.), (4.11) 
where d6 = 64a17r 
Rearrangmg 
By assoc1at10n w1th the prevwus case and setting G = 0 for simplic1ty· 
I (k E)= lo 641rx ( 2ml;:+~l)~ e_Eo;" 0(-E )fJ(E b.) (413) 
•mp ' 3 1 (k - k )2( h' )4 b b + 
"( a + 0 2miEo+~l 
We find ( 4 13) to be the same as that for the previous case (3.51) except for our positiOn 
of k. We agam make use of the(} functions to ensure that we are probmg only occupied 
states and that em1sswn IS from the impunty band only when J.l is placed at a pomt 
b. above the valence band edge Here, we d1d not take mto account any amsotropy 
m mx and my, and choose appropnate units for (4.13) by takmg 2 h'~~ = 0 5 and mba "'f 
h' = 0 5 
2mba2')' 
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(4 14) 
Intensity Plots 
Agam, the max1mum peak mtens1ty occurs at much h1gher values of k than m F1gure 
3 11, which is consistent with that of the valence band. Ask sh1fts away from (0 5, 0 5) 
there is a rapid decrease in the peak intensity and a slight disperswn towards higher 
bmdmg energies (F1gure 4 5) F1gure 4 6 agam shows the max~mum mtens1ty to be 
centred at the k0 = G, ~) point of the Bnllouin zone m consistency w1th F1gure 4.4 
and 4 5. 
·020 ·015 ·010 ·005 000 
Energy 
F1gure 4.4. I(k, E) vs Energy for the impurity band at k0 = G, ~) for x = 0 05 k IS 
measured in umts of ~ 
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Figure 4.5: k dispersion for the impurity band at ko = (~ , ~) for x = 0.05. 
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Figure 4.6: Intensity over the Brillouin zone for the impurity band at k0 = G, ~) for 
X= 0.05. 
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4 .1.3 Total ARPES Intensity and Intensity Plots 
Now that we have an expression for the ARPES photocurrent for both Lhe valence 
band and impuri ty band, we can now combine them to find an expression for the total 
ARPES intensity, where we rewrite k----+ k , lb ----+ E, .:Yb ----+ lb and 6. ----+ !:::. : 
Again, we see that the maximum intensity peak occurs at k = (0.5, 0.5) , which rapidly 
decreases as k is shifted away from this point (Figure 4. 7) and disperses towards higher 
binding energies. At much lower or higher values of k, the peak is almost non-existent. 
This is again clarified by Figure 4.9 where the maximum peak intensity is centered 
around the k0 = (~, ~) point of the Brillouin zone and at other points the peak is zero. 
T his perhaps implies Lhat our intensity peaks are due to the emission of electrons from 
shallow levels in the impurity band. 
Again, the /b value has very little effect on the maximum intensity of the peak and it 
is also obvious from (4.15) that the ARPES intensiLy is proportional to the number of 
impurit ies x. 
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Figure 4.7: I (k , E) vs Energy for the total ARPES intensity at k0 = (~ , ~) for x = 0.05 
and 'Yb = 1 for different ranges of k. 
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Figure 4.8: k dispersion for the total ARPES intensity at ko = (~, ~) for x = 0.05 and 
'Yb = 0.1 and 'Yb = 1. 
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4. 2 Anisotropy in mx and my and Rotation of Dis-
. pers1on 
As we are considering doped semiconductors, it is necessary to consider a possible 
anisotropy between mx and my, as is the case for Si and Ge. We take m x = 0.98m and 
my= 0.19m [62], and make an image plot for the total ARPES intensity to investigate 
this anisotropic effect. It is apparent from Figure 4.10 that instead of a circle centred 
around the (I , I) point of the Brillouin zone, we now have an ellipsoid that is elongated 
in the kx-direction, but is still centred around the(~ , ~) point. 
To relate this intensity plot to results from ARPES experiment, for example Figure 
46(c) in [7] for dCCOC(163) and Figure 2(a) in [28] for LSCO (Figure 4.12), it is 
appropriate to rotate t he axes of the ellipsoid by 45°. The method for which can be 
found in Appendix B and the results shown in Figure 4.11. 
Our theory provides a result that is comparable with experiment. Experimental results 
for LSCO shown in Figure 3.19 reveal a "Fermi arc" , however my theoretical results 
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Figure 4.10: The total ARPES intensity including the anisotropic effect between mx 
and my. 
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Figure 4.11: The total ARPES intensity plot rotated by 45°. 
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Figure 4.12: Spectral weight at Eb = 0 plotted in momentum space for LSCO. 
show a full ellipsoid. If we consider the area of the maximum peak intensity in Figure 
3.19 we notice that this is also an ellipsoid rather than an "arc". Therefore, we can 
temporarily neglect the feature of the '' arc" . 
4.3 Valence Band Maximum at k = (1r, 0) 
It was first believed that an exlanation of the ARPES lineshape would also involve an 
explanation of t he nodal/ antinodal dichotomy of the ARPES peak, however a recent 
review on the ARPES spectra of manganites [33] suggests that t he nodal/ antinodal 
dichotomy may not be a unique hallmark of the superconducting state of cuprates. 
Therefore, we also consider t he ARPES spectra in t he antinodal direction in our theory. 
It is clear from Figure 4.13 that we do not get any kind of dichotomy between the 
nodal and antinodal directions of the Brillouin zone. In LSCO, it is observed that 
there is a remarkably sharp nodal quasiparticle peak at all doping levels. However, 
some authors report that the antinodal peak only exists in the optimally-doped and 
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Figure 4.13: Intensity plots along the antinodal direction of the Brillouin zone. 
overdoped samples [28]. In om case, with increased doping the peak intensity becomes 
sharper (Figure 4.14) but there is still a sharp peak present in the underdoped region 
(Figure 4.13(a)). It is also possible that there is no valence band maximum at (1r, 0) 
which could explain the dispcrepency. 
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Figure 4.14: The intensity peak for a range of doping values. 
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Chapter 5 
ARPES for a 2D Orbital 
As we do not know much about the properties of the 1mpunty state m cuprates we can 
not only assume that the 1mpunty state IS stnctly 3-dimenswnal and must consider 
the effect of a possible 2-dimenswnahty on photoemiSSion data. Again, we use the 
same 1mtial and final state wavefunctwns as for the previous case, and calculate the 
ARPES mtens1ty for the 1mpunty band. For simplicity we first look at the case where 
the max1mum of the valence band IS at k = 0 and then go on to derive the ARPES 
intensity for the case where the valence band edge is at k # 0 
5.1 Impurity band 
We take the Impurity state wavefunctwn to be, 
1/J,mp = }IJ L w(p- m)F(p), 
m 
(5 1) 
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N 2 1 -+ f where F(p) = (~)>e •a for a 2D orb1tal, and the final state wavefunctwn IS that o 
~•a 
the plane wave given by (3 2), where V= Na2 m both cases Usmg (51) and (3 2) we 
evaulate the 2D dipole matnx element 
By assocmtwn with (3.38) to (3.45), EZ,mp becomes· 
where d0 IS a constant 
lie Ao EZ,mp = ---(e · k) do A1-a, me a (53) 
By evaluatmg A,-G = Jq, we obtam an expresswn for the Founer component of the 
2D 1mpunty wave functwn 
(5 4) 
We can rewnte e•qpco•if> using the Jacobi-Anger mdent1ty as denoted m [63]. 
00 
etzcosif> = 2: zn Jn(z)emif>, (55) 
n=-oo 
where z = qp, m this case Integratmg e'nif> over the regwn 0 ---> 2rr, we see that the 
mtegral vamshes for all cases where n f 0 
(56) 
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e"cos~ can also be wntten m terms of the Bessel functwn, 
00 
e"cos~ = Jo(z) + 2 L In(z) cos(nif>), (5 7) 
n=l 
and as we have proved that all terms disappear except for the case where n = 0, we 
are left with 
12• e->qpcos~ dif> = Jo(qp). 211', 
which is also m associatiOn With the expressiOn given m [64] where 
Therefore, 
.!, {" e->qpcos~ dif> = Jo( qp) 
11' lo 
To solve this mtegral we use the known solutwn giVen m [65] 
l OO -<>XJ ({3 ) V+J d _ (2a)(2{J)"r(v + ~) e v xx x- 3 , o J1T( a2 + (J2)•+, 
where in our case a= +, {3 = q, and v = 0. Therefore, 
"s 
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(58) 
(59) 
(5 10) 
(5 11) 
(5 12) 
The f-functwn is g1ven by [66] as, f(~) = f, and /q becomes 
(5 13) 
Our expressiOn for !JJ,mp IS now 
! 
1 neAo ! 2rr (Na2 ) 2 1 
!JJ,mp =-a me (e. k)(do)2 V 7ra•2 * ( I + 2)~' 
B a8 = q 2 aB 
(5 14) 
and 
(5.15) 
Subst1tutmg !JJ,mp mto our expressiOn for the ARPES photocurrent mtens1ty g~ven in 
(3 37), we obtain 
( ) " 2rrcfolie
2 A5 ( )2 4rr 1 I k, E = L.... 2 2 2 e · k V *4 ( 1 2 ) 3 6(E + E,) m c a a8 =+q 
• aB 
(5 16) 
We recall from Chapter 3 that aj] = 2mi~:+L~>I 
therefore I (k, E) becomes 
and that " li(E + E) = ~e-IE+LI>I L...J~ ' "f ' 
(5 17) 
and !'{!' = ;:2 , therefore, 
(5 18) 
where I0 <::< ~;5~2 IS g1ven by (3 19) ;::: = 0 5eV, 1 = 0.1eV, and €, .iS. and ij are now 
d1mensionless parameters (5 18) gives an expressiOn for the ARPES mtens1ty when 
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the valence band edge is at k = 0. When cons1dermg the case where k = k0 oJ 0, we 
denve 
I(k E) = Io 4 1 -(<+6) 
' "/ 1r X (€ + 3.)(1 + 5 (ii-jol' )3 e (5 19) 
Here 1t IS Important to recall that q = k 1 - G In Chapter 3, we convemently renamed 
kt- G --> k, however, in this case we leave 1t as q. 
5.1.1 Impurity Band Intensity Plots for the Valence Band 
Edge at k = 0. 
Comparmg 51 to 3 11, 3.12, and 3 13, 1t IS Immediately apparent that the 1mpunty 
band peak is slightly less sharp for the 2D orbital than the 3D orb1tal It 1s also 
clear from the scale of 5 1(c) and 3 13 that the mtens1ty of the peak is less for the 2D 
orb1tal case This evokes some level of mterest when makmg a companson between 
the prevwus 3D orb1tal case and the results from expenment As already d1scussed in 
Chapter 3, we not1ce that the background mtens1ty IS much b1gger in expenment than 
the impunty band mtens1ty, however m the 3D orb1tal case, our impunty contnbution 
IS much greater than the background In terms of mtens1ty, we can perhaps accept the 
case of the 2D orb1tal as more relevant for companson for our theory with ARPES in 
cuprates over the 3D orbital, as the mtens1ty of the peak is much less than that of the 
the 3D orb1tal 
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Figure 5.1: Intensity plots for the 2D impurity band when the valence band maximum 
is at k = 0 for x = 0.15. 
5.1.2 Total ARPES Plots for a 2D impurity orbit al 
Valence Band Ed ge at q = 0 
In the case of the non-Fermi liquid theory where we take /b = 1 (5.2(a)) , we notice the 
presence of a slight "dip" in the spectra around the valence band edge (E = -0.01eV) 
at the higher q-values. This "dip" vanishes as l'b is increased further and disappears 
completely as / b ~ oo. In the case of the Fermi liquid theory (5.2(d)), it is evident 
that the contribution from the valence band is far greater than the contribution from 
the impurity band. In terms of intensity t his result is in reasonable agreement with 
results from experiment, as discussed briefly in Chapter 3, however, the anomoalous 
broad, smooth background we see in many ARPES experiments is not supported by 
this Fermi liquid theory. The peak from the impurity is also not as sharp for the 2D 
orbital as it is for t he 3D orbital, which is also apparent when comparing Figure 5.2 
and Figure 3.15 for the total ARPES spectra. 
In Figure 5.3, we present intensity plots for t he total ARPES data for t he 2D orbital. 
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There is not much scope for discussion on t hese plots however, we present them as they 
are similar to the 3D intensities in Chapters 3 and 4. 
i Q-G.05 i CI~.Ott i ..... 
5 l i l 5 l t t ~ ~ i i ; 
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Figure 5.2: Intensity plots for varying k for the valence band maximum at k = 0 for 
x = 0.15 for varying /b values. 
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Figure 5.3: Intensity plots for for the total ARPES photocurrent for x = 0.15. The 
results in Chapter 3 clearly show that an increase in "'b does not affect the magnitude 
of the intensity of the total ARPES plots, t herefore, we consider, here, only one /b = 1. 
Valence Band Edge at k = (~ , ~) 
If we take the case where /b -4 oo (Figure 5.4(a)) and compare it with Figure 5.2(c) 
(where the valence band edge is taken to be at r-point ) we notice that the peak from 
the impurity band is much sharper in Figure 5.4(a) , where the valence band edge is 
situated at the k = (~ , ~) point of the Brillouin zone. This is also t rue for the 3D 
orbital case, as shown in Chapters 3 and 4. 
We again present / (k , 0) in such a way that we can make a direct comparison to 
experiment , which will be discussed in Chapters 7 and 8. 
Having proposed that t he quasipart icle spectral peak in the ARPES data is due to an 
electron bound to an impurity state localised at the surface of a doped semiconductor, 
we now progress to analyse the experimental data taken from LSCO. 
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Figure 5.4: ARPES results for a 2D impurity orbital where the valence band maximum 
is at k = ( ~ , ~) 
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Chapter 6 
Impurity Wavefunction 
We use the effect1ve mass approximation to enable us to descnbe the motion of an im-
punty electron in a 2D crystal as a free electron w1th an effective mass The conductwn 
band energy surface takes the form [60]. 
k2 k2 
E(k) = -2 X + -2 y , 
mx my 
(6.1) 
taking mto account any Isotropy, where mx and my are the masses m the x and y 
direction of the crystal and we set li = 1 In the effective mass approx1matwn we 
replace k w1th the momentum operator -~V', 
1 ()2 1 ()2 
E(-zV') = ------. 
2mx 8x2 2my 8y2 (6 2) 
The 1mpunty state wavefunctwn F(r) satisfies the Schrodmger equatwn of the form 
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E( -t'V)F(r) + U(r)F(r) = E,mpF(r), (6 3) 
where U(r) IS the additional potential due to the impunty wn We take U(r) to be the 
spnng potential of the harmonic oscillator because 1t IS analytically solvable, therefore 
(2 1) is expressed as, 
(6.4) 
where k IS the sprmg constant 
F(r) can be found as the product of two functions depending on x and y respectively, 
F(r) = ,P(x)rp(y), so that E,mp =Ex+ Ey Separatmg the two vanables we obtam, 
(6 5) 
and 
[ 
1 rf2 ky2] 
- 2my dy2 + 2 = Ey</>(y). (6 6) 
The known wavefunctwn solutiOns for the harmomc oscillator m the ground state are 
and 
.,2 
,P(x) = Ae--2 
i!L 
rp(y) = Be- 2 
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(6 7) 
(6 8) 
We solve the above Schrodmger equations (6 5) and (6 6) and find a = ,fkm; and 
f3 = ~· Therefore, our 1mpunty state wavefunction takes the form, 
a:x2+.Bv2 
F(x,y) = Ce- 2 , (6.9) 
where C = (aj~i 
Our theory proposes that the ARPES mtens1ty over the Brillouin zone taken from 
expenment (Figure 6 1) [7] IS proportional to the square of the Founer component of 
the 1mpunty electron Jq, 3.50, 5 16 
(6 10) 
Therefore, we can find the real space wavefunction of the impurity electron by takmg 
the Founer transform of the square root of the mtensities given by Figure 6 1. 
q IS k relative toGas q =k-G, therefore we move the ongm m Figure 6.1 so that 
we can take G to be zero (Figure 6 2) 
The real space wavefunct10n (Figure 6 3) has been obtained using IGOR PRO 5 04B, 
the programming code for which can be found m Appendix C 
(6 9) gives an expressiOn for the 1mpunty state wavefunction, which has been found 
usmg the analytically solvable harmomc oscillator problem We can fit F(x, y) to the 
expenmental data from Figure 6 2 to find the specific vanables mx and my 
It IS clear from Figure 6 4 that our theoretical expressiOn for F(x, y) converges to zero 
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Figure 6.1: The momentum distribution of spectral weight within a 10-meV window 
around E1 for x=0.12 in one quadrant of the first Brillouin zone [7]. 
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Figure 6.2: The ARPES intensity in q-space where G = 0. 
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Figure 6.3: The real-space wavefunction. 
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to quickly in comparison to the experimental data. However, for now, we take into 
consideration only ~he points of maximum intensity. If we take a slice of t he data at 
(0,0) point and repeat the fitting procedure we obtain a very agreeable fit for ~ = 3.5 
as shown in Figure 6.4. 
Hence, the real space image reveals some band-mass anisotropy and the size of the 
localised state of about 20 lattice constants justifies the "envelope" approximation 
used for the impurity wavefunction. 
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Figure 6.4: (a) Experimental real space wavefunction derived from [7], (b) The real 
space wavefunction of t he harmonic oscillator 6.9 and (c) A slice through the (0, 0) 
point to measure the accuracy of the fit. 
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Chapter 7 
Experiment vs Theory 
The discovery of h1gh-Tc superconductmg cuprates sparked an ever growmg enthusi-
asm mto the ARPES technique and Its support m developing an understanding mto 
the electromc structure of cuprates. To date, there are no known researchers or pub-
lished authors that have considered impunt1es to be an Important mgred1ent m the 
understanding of cuprates. In this thesis, we have proposed the idea that impunt1es 
are the cause and mam contnbutors to the ARPES lineshape Our model is based 
on the Simplest case scenario, whereby we consider 2D and 3D hydrogen-hke 1mpunty 
states localised near the surface of a doped semiconductor In the followmg chapter we 
make observatiOnal compansons With other well known and widely studied cuprates, 
such as LSCO, Bi2212, and NCCO, and we have noticed that 1mpunties are mdeed a 
huge contnbutor to the ARPES hneshape. 
It has been drawn to some attentiOn that the ARPES dispersion and mtens1ty plots 
for some non-cuprates (namely manganites) show Similar results to that of cuprates 
[33] This raises the suggestion that cuprates are not as unique as researchers had once 
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believed and that there is perhaps somethmg more universal about them that can be 
understood in terms of a very simple idea. Therefore, we have also drawn observational 
compansons with the ARPES lmeshape of mangamtes 
(LSCO) LSCO IS the most smtable cuprate system for studymg the evolution of low 
energy electromc properties over the full dopmg range [58] It has a simple crystal 
structure w1th a smgle Cu02 layer and the hole concentratiOn in the Cu02 plane 
can be controlled and determined by the Sr content x. Yosh1da et a! concluded that 
the Fermi Surface of overdoped LSCO 1s much sharper than that seen m underdoped 
LSCO, and that the peak IS also more defined m the second Brillouin zone rather than 
the first Results showmg the LDA-hke Ferm1 surface and the ex1stance of the sharp 
peak g1ve great credence to the ARPES data obtamed from the LSCO system [1] This 
therefore g1ves us scope and consent to compare our theroetical ARPES lineshape with 
that of LSCO ARPES data 
When we look at results taken from ARPES for LSCO we not1ce that there IS a breakup 
m the spectral we1ght mto a small quaslpartJCle peak and a broad, smooth background. 
This anomolous background ex1sts at a much h1gher mtens1ty than the quaslpartJC!e 
peak wh1ch IS m contrad1ct10n w1th the ARPES lineshape of theoretical results wh1ch 
show the quas1part1cle peak to have a much greater mtens1ty than the background 
As d1scussed m Chapter 5, the EDC's for the 3D case are shghtly sharper than that 
for the 2D case. Both 2D and 3D cases are comparable to experiment m th1s mstant 
Agam as prevwusly d1scussed, our acceptance of the 2D orb1tal may be stronger purely 
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F1gure 71 A companson of the ARPES hneshape for LSCO (a) w1th theoretical 
ARPES lmeshapes [28] for both 2D (b) and 3D (c) The bindmg energy in (a) is in 
umts of eV 
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due to the fact that the intens1ty of the quas1part1cle peak 1s less than that of the 
3D case There 1s also a discrepency w1th regards to the d1sperswn of the peak max-
imum Ask moves towards k 1, the peak becomes sharper and moves closer towards 
EF Above k1 the peak loses some intens1ty agam and d1sperses back towards nega-
tive bmdmg energies In our impunty ARPES, the peak max1mum d1sperses towards 
positive bindmg energ1es, wh1ch is clealy oppos1te to that seen from expenment Th1s 
is an obvwus and important d!SS1m1lar1ty that needs to be d1scussed and mvestigated 
further 
It 1s also important to h1ghhght at this point the slight var1ance between the intens1ty 
plots I(k, 0) from our theory and that taken from LSCO experiment, a d1fference that 
has prevwusly been addressed m Chapter 3. Experiment prov1des what is known as a 
Ferm1 "arc", however, theory reveals a full elhpsmd As discussed m Chapter 4 (F1gure 
4 12), we are only cons1denng the area of max1mum mtens1ty from our plots wh1ch 1s 
also observed to be a full elhpsmd m expenment rather than an "arc". 
Agam, we stress that LSCO 1s a cred1ble cuprate m wh1ch to make comparisons w1th 
and 1s m fact our main contnbutor when developing the theory behmd ARPES of 
cuprates 
Bi2212 1s the h1gh-Tc superconductmg cuprate most mtensely investigated by ARPES, 
mamly because 1t is so eas1ly cleavable due to the natural cleavage plane between the 
B10 layers Due to the fact that 1t can be eas!ly and prec1sely cleaved, B12212 provides 
a nchness of mformation that can be obtamed from ARPES m both the normal and 
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superconductmg states One draw back to B12212 1s that most cxpenments have been 
earned out at opt1mal dopmg and very hm1ted information is available at the metal-
msulator stage or for overdoped samples Therefore, when d1scussmg, mvestlgating or 
evaluating the doping dependence of the ARPES data, it IS perhaps best to focus on 
the ARPES data from LSCO 
r~ 
~ 
-0.4 0.0 
F1gure 7 2 ARPES data taken from normal state Bz2212 along the (0, 0) - ( -1r, -1r) 
d1rectwn of the Bnlloum zone [37]. 
S1m1lar to LSCO results, we see the emergence of a sharp peak in the ARPES data for 
Bz2212 that d1sperses towards the chemical potent1al ask progresses towards (~, ~) 
Th1s IS agam m opposition to the dispersion resulting from our 1mpunty ARPES theory 
and extenstvley htghhghts a problem that needs to be addressed 
An interesting feature we notice when lookmg at ARPES for Bt2212, is that the mten-
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s1ty of the quas1particle peak IS in agreement w1th the mtensity of our 2D theoretical 
ARPES plots We also notice that the intensity of the quasipartlcle peak IS greater 
than that of the background mtens1ty which is also m agreement with our theoretical 
plots 
In our approach to understandmg the mechamsms behmd h1gh-Tc cuprates 1t IS Im-
portant to discuss and compare our own theory with ARPES results taken from many 
different cuprates For example, we also look at the ARPES functwn analysis of the 
electron-doped cuprate Nd185Ce0 15Cu04. 
(0 65<0 65n) 
.()4 ·0.2 0 
Binding Energy (eV) 
F1gure 7 3· ARPES for N d1 s5Ceo 15Cu04 [54] 
We see from F1gure 7 3 that ask=(~,~) IS approached, the quasipartlcle peak mten-
Sity mcreases and then decreases again as we move away from the (~, ~) pomt. We 
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also recogn1se a strong quas1part1cle peak dispersion which moves towards the chemical 
potential ask approaches G, V The quas1particle peak intens1ty IS much greater than 
the mtens1ty of the anomalous smooth background wh1ch is more agreeable than the 
results obtained from theory than from LSCO or Bi2212, where m the 3D case for large 
"/b, our quasipartJCle peak mtensity IS greater than the smooth broad background. 
It 1s clear from compar1son that the d1spers10n of the peak in NCCO is much more 
prominent than the dispersion of the quas1particle peak from the theory. The peak 
disperses m the oppos1te d1rect10n to that of our theory, which once again highlights 
an observation worthy of further investigatiOn as 1t may be due to superpos1tion of 
band and 1mpunty d1spers10nS 
7.4 Manganites 
The stnkmg s1m1lantes found between the ARPES of cuprates (particularly LSCO) 
and manganites, has led researchers to contribute to the understanding that cuprates 
are not as complicated and umque as they were first believed to be We cons1der both 
the 2D orbital and 3D orbt1al case and not1ce agam that both cases are comparable 
w1th the expenment The spectral we1ght 1s broken up mto a small quas1part1cle peak 
and a broad smooth background (F1gure 7 4) in very much the same way as that of 
LSCO Our mdlV!dual valence band (F1gure 4 1) and 1mpunty band (F1gure 4 4) plots 
from theory show that the quas1partJCle peak IS solely due to the Impurity band, while 
the background ar1ses as a consequence of the valence band. 
Another issue that can be addressed 1s that of the quasipartJcle peak d1spers10n In 
LSCO, NCO and B12212, it was clearly observed that the peak d1spers10n was opposite 
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to that of theory However, in mangamtes, as we move away from k 1, the peak disperses 
away from the chem1cal potentml only very little If at all. Th1s IS in support of the 
d1sperswn for our impurity ARPES. 
a 
B1nd1ng Energy 
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Chapter 8 
ARPES of Band-Tails in Lightly 
Doped Cuprates 
The mechanism of superconductiVJty m cuprates still remains a highly debatable top1c 
amongst researchers and ARPES has revealed many poorly understood phenomena, 
namely the incoherent "background", the sharp" quasi particle" peaks near some pomts 
of the Bnlloum zone, the arcs of Fermi surface, and the more recently rev1ewed "water-
fall" features Active researchers have offered a vanety of mterpretatwns and explana-
tions for these features, yet have struggled to come to any umversal agreement Various 
explanatwns mclude, latt1ce polarons, spmons and holons, magnetic spm fluctuatwns 
and electron-phonon mteractwns [46], [67], [68], [69], [71], . Throughout th1s thesis 
we have calculated and evaluated ARPES for doped semiconductors Our results have 
proved to be stnkingly s1m1lar to that of cuprates wh1ch has dnven us to adopt and 
apply our theory to that of cuprates We propose that the ARPES mtens1ty compnses 
of the band-tml mtens1ty, I,mp(k, E), due to locahsed states w1thin the charge transfer 
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gap of the Mott Hub bard insulator and the valence band contnubtwn, h(k, E), of Itin-
erant Bloch-like states, thus suggestmg that cuprates are doped semiconductors w1th 
1mpunty states locahsed at the surface Our theory prov1des a unique explanation for 
many of the ARPES puzzles 
Extens1ve s1mulatwns of ARPES usmg the first prmciples local dens1ty approximation 
(LDA) band theory w1th the matrix elements properly taken mto account reproduces 
well the topological features of momentum d1stnbution curves. Results also pomt to 
a large Fermi surface m optimally doped cuprates wh1ch IS also suggested by many 
ARPES mterpretations (w1th the exceptwn of [46]) However, LDA predicts that the 
undoped cuprates are metallic with roughly the same large Fermi suface, wh1le exper-
Imental results show the parent cuprates to be insulators Th1s typical contradiction 
has been explained m terms of the Mott Hubbard insulator If the number of electrons 
is equal to the number of wns in the crystal then th1s g1ves nse to a half-filled band of 
spm up and spin down electrons m every state k. However, th1s applicatiOn of band 
theory suggests that the system m questwn should be metall1c, as the band is only 
half-filled and there is nothmg to hmder the electrons from movmg into h1gher states 
m an electric field All states must be filled m order for the system to be an msulator 
Th1s, therefore, suggests that the number of electrons would be tWice the number of 
wns m the crystal, which is not the case for cuprates as band calculatiOns show that 
there is only one electron per every orbital 
Mott proposed that the fmlure of the LDA approx1matwn was due to the fact that 
1t IS a non-mteractmg approx1matwn If there IS an orb1ting electron of opposite spm 
at each wn s1te 8 l(a) and the ions are close together, then an electron can orb1t 1ts 
ne1ghbounng wn and propagate through the crystal However, 1f an electron has a 
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neighbouring ion that is occupied by an electron with the same spin then this hopping 
process is forbidden by the Pauli exclusion principle 8. l (b) . The Coulomb energy (U) 
of the system increases as the electrons repel each other and this Coulomb repulsion 
suppresses the hopping probability of the electron as both states are occupied. While 
t he probability of tunneling is strictly zero for spin polarized electrons due to the 
Pauli exclusion principle, the bandwidth is also zero and the electrons are completely 
localised. T his is also the case for the unpolarised half-filled band if U is large enough 
(U > W , where W is t he bandwidth.) 
A 
• 
A 
0 0 0 
., 
(a) 
1 0 0 r X f X Cu 0 0 Cu 
(b) 
Figure 8. 1: (a) Orbiting electrons of opposirte spins (b) proposed structure of cuprate 
as Mott Hubbard insulator. 
This state is particularly different to t hat of normal metals and explains to some extent 
why the LDA approximation fails. This led to several powerful extensions of LDA, 
in particular to LDA+U, which combines LDA eigenfunctions with strong Coulomb 
correlations introduced as a model parameter (U) [72] and the LDA +generalised tight-
binding (GTB) method combining the exact diagonalisation of the int racell part of 
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the Ham1ltoman with relevant LDA e1genfunctions and Coulomb correlatiOns and the 
perturbatiOn treatment of the mtercell hoppings and interactions [73]. 
In the LDA +GTB approximation, the valence band of cup rates consists of a set of 
narrow bands whereby the highest one is dommated by oxygen p-states With the mo-
mentum at k = (;., ;.), Figure 8 2 The bottom of the empty conductiOn band formed 
by dx'+Y' states of copper IS found at (11', 0) The LDA+GTB band structure of un-
doped cuprates descnbes remarkably well the optical gap, Ect "" 2eV both m the 
antiferromagnet1c and paramagnetic states of undoped La2Cu04 and the locatiOns of 
the valence band maximum and conduction band m1mmum agree with the mtens1ty 
locus of hole-doped LSCO and electron-doped NCCO respectively Importantly, the 
LDA+GTB approach predicts the charge-transfer gap at any doping with the chemical 
potential pmned near the top (bottom) of the valence (conductiOn) band m hole-doped 
(electron-doped) cup rates 
The LDA+GTB Ham1ltoman IS often reduced to the t-J model and the t-t'-t"-J model, 
however they have only been successful m explammg some of the ARPES features The 
t-J model has successfully described the ARPES dispersiOn along the nodal directiOn 
but fails to support the pseudogap phenomenon While the t-t'-t"-J model can explam 
the dispersiOn along the anti-nodal direction. However, ARPES of undoped cuprates 
[58], [74], [75] reveals an apparent contradictiOn with the t-J model in undoped cuprates 
There IS no sharp peak predicted by the model but a shghtly dispersive broad incoherent 
background This discrepancy has been attnbuted to small lattice polarons due to 
strong electron-phonon mteractions 
Our theory amends the LDA+GTB band structure of doped cuprates by mev1table Im-
punty bands Two particular puzzles arise m ARPES which we have focussed on, the 
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Figure 8.2. The valence band d!Sperswn for the extended LDA+GTB apprmamatwn 
The valence band consists of band truls near r point, (~, ~) and (11', 11') k IS measured 
in units of~ 
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anomolous background and the existance of the sharp peaks at ( ;. , ;, ) We have found 
that only by subtractmg the spectrum at G, ~)we can account for the remammg EDC 
w1th the polaronic spectral function. The background problem obscures any reliable 
interpretation of ARPES mtens1tles, particularly m underdoped cuprates whereby the 
charge-transfer gap at 2eV makes inelastic scattenng events implausible as an expla-
natiOn. Small, heavy polarons cannon screen EPI in lightly doped cuprates, therefore 
1f the spectral we1ght Z IS small m the parent lattice then 1t should remam small at 
any fimte dopmg Th1s has puzzled researchers, however we have now offered an expla-
natiOn for many of the ARPES puzzles, by extending the LDA+GTB band structure 
taking into account the 1mpunty states. 
Throughout this thes1s we have calculated and evaluated ARPES for doped semiCon-
ductors and the remarkable Slmllantles between that and the ARPES of doped cuprates 
have encouraged us to try to explain the ARPES phenomena of cuprates with that of 
doped semiconductors When cuprates are doped, each 1mpunty 10n locally mtroduces 
a d1stmct level E, m the charge-transfer gap m much the same way as semiconductors 
as descnbed m Chapter 3.3 and F1gure 3 7. The 1mpunt1es are randomly d1stnbuted m 
space wh1ch causes the dens1ty of states (DOS) to tail, which is also the case m semi-
conductors When there are many 1mpunt1es withm an energy range f, of a localised 
wavefunctwn 7/J,(r), the random potential produces low-energy states near maxima 
(mm1ma) of the valence (conductwn) band at hole (electron) dopmg. We propose 
that the total ARPES mtensity is described by I(k, E) = h(k, E)+ l,mp(k, E) where 
h(k, E) IS the valence band contribution of itinerant Bloch states and I,mp(k, E) IS 
the band-tail mtensity due to localised 1mpunty states Wlthm the charge-transfer gap 
Here, we focus mainly on the band-trulmg contnbution m both the 2D and 3D orbital 
case as calculated m Chapters 3,4 and 5, and d1scussed m relatwn to expenmental 
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ARPES of cuprates m Chapter 7 
The 1mpunty electron wavefunctwn is the product of a slowly varymg envelope functwn 
F(r) and the penod1c functwn uk(r), described by (3 25). The s1ze of the envelope 
is large compared With the latt1ce constant, therefore its Fourier transform strongly 
depends on q, wh1ch explains the expenmental EDC and MDC. We have chosen the 
impurity state wavefunctwn to be hydrogen-like (3 36) as hydrogen accurately pre-
dicts many properties of shallow levels m doped semiconductors We calculate the 
photocurrent as 
l,mp(k, E)= In( E) L IJ,(k- G)l 2 J(E + !J.- E,), (8 1) 
w1th I= 27r(,';.: 2)(Ao.k)2 and d = J drw(r)exp(zG · r) J,(q) is the Founer transform 
of the impunty envelope functwn descnbed by· 
J,(q) = ~v j drexp(zq · r)J,(r), (8 2) 
where V iS the volume of the crystal co-2 and J,(q) C< (1 + q2E;)-~ for 20 states like 
localised surface states, as prevwsuly stud1ed m chapters 3, 4 and 5 Here, E. 1s related 
to the 1mpunty bmdmg energy as E,-2 = mE., where m is roughly the hole effective 
mass As a result we obtain, l,mp(k, E)= xln(E)M(k- G, E) w1th, 
5 647r (E+!J.)> 
M3v(k- G, E)= , ~ P•mp(E + !J.) 
vm'[E + /::,. + m ] 4 
(8 3) 
and similarly, 
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(E+LW 
Mzv(k- G) o: (k -G)' P•mp(E + L::.) (E+f::.+ llm ) 
(8 4) 
Here, P•mp(E) = ~. ~. o(E- E,) IS the band-tail density of states (DOS) normalised 
to unity and 1: = !:ft is the impunty concentratiOn per umt cell which is proportwnal 
to dopmg. We notice that due to a very sharp dependence on q of the matrix element, 
any uncertamty of k, does not smear out the strong dependence of I,mp on the m-
plane momentum component, even for 3D 1mpunties (k, IS not conserved m ARPES 
expenments) Therefore, we average over k, to replace the matnx element (8 3) by 
M3D. 
- 32c (E + L::.)~ 1 "" M3D(k, E) o: (k -G)' , N L.. o(E- E,) 
vm[E+l::.+ llm ]2 , 
(8 5) 
Importantly, w1th mcreasmg dopmg, the chemical potential shifts towards the band 
edge and L::. becomes smaller, mcreasmg the band-tml peak which also becomes sharper 
With X 
In order to proVIde more ms1ght the shape and momentum dependence of the EDC's 
we approximate the DOS to be, 
(8 6) 
where f(x) IS the known f-funct10n and exponents p and n depend on the dlmens!On-
ahty and the correlation length of the disorder potential [76] n = 2 m both 2D and 
3D, p = 2 in 2D and p = ~ in 3D for the long range random poent1al correlatwns. In 
the short-range Gaussian-wh1te-nmse hm1t we obtain n = 1, and n = ~ in 2D and 3D 
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respectively and p = ~ m both cases [76] 
We separate the band contnbution and 1mpunty band-tail contnbutwns by subtracting 
ARPES data of the parent cup rate from the mtensity of the doped one. This was earned 
out usmg a powerful data package, Grafula, on ARPES mtens1t1es from LSCO [28] 
As we show m Figure 8 3, the band-ta1l ARPES that we have calculated (8 5) fits well 
w1th the expenmental relative intens1tles at all momenta around G = (;., ;.J With 
m= m., n = 2 and p = ~· We have also descnbed the loss of mtens1ty w1th changing 
momentum as well as the shape of the relative EDC 
Havmg proposed an explanatiOn for the ARPES hneshape of cuprates we also argue 
that band-tmlmg 1s responsible for the "waterfall" effect. The term "waterfall" refers 
to the observatiOn of an extended vertical part of the quasJpartJcle d1sperswn around 
the centre of the Bnlloum zone. A Similar phenomenon has also been found at the 
('rr, 0) pomt (77]. Th1s "h1gh-energy anomaly" m the photoemission spectra of cuprates 
has been reported by many photoemJsswn research groups who have also offered a 
var1ety of explanatwns, such as, the dismtegratwn of the quasiparticles mto a spmon 
and holon branch (78], polaromc effects mduced by strong local spin correlatiOns (79], 
coherence-incoherence crossover [80],(81], and high energy spm f!uctuatwns, (82], (83] 
Our theory offers an explanatiOn m terms of the dJsorder-locahzed m-gap states There 
are 1mpunty tails near max~ma of the LDA+GTB valence band at f-pomt of the 
Bnlloum zone, G1 = (~, ~) and at G = G,, ;,) (F1gure 8 2) These localised states 
are hybnd1sed With the valence band states of same energy ( md1cated by * m F1gure 
8 2), wh1ch IS not the case for m-gap 1mpunty states at G = (;., ;,) However, this 
hybnd1sation could be ms1gmficant if the correspondmg matrix elements of the random 
potential are small due to a large momentum separatwn between those states of the 
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Figure 8.3: Band-tail EDC (solid lines) with pseudogap 6. = 300meV and band-
tail width 1 = 300meV in relation to relative EDC's near ~ , ;a (symbols) of LSCO. 
Relative EDC's were obtained by subtracting ARPES intensities of the parent cuprate 
(La2Cu04)in (a) from the equivalent EDC of slighlty doped La1.97Sr0 .03Cu04 (b). 
Both intensities have been normalised by t heir values E = -800meV and t he chemical 
potential shift between the two samples has been taken as 1-L = 70me V. 
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order :a. Therefore, the impurity peaks reappear and disperse towards f-point and 
G1 = (~,~)at higher binding energies as is also observed in a number of doped cuprates 
[84], [85], [86], [87], [88], [89]. By adding all three band tail contributions together we 
are able to illustrate the waterfall effect as shown in Figure 8.4 using, 
where we choose E2 = 500meV which is roughly the valence band width. We also 
notice that n(E ) is replaced by its convolution with the Gaussian energy resolution 
[ 1-er f ( i<)j function, n(E ) ~ 2 6 where o = 20meV which is larger than T = 2meV. 
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Figure 8.4: Waterfall effect in the band-tail ARPES intensity. 
We have successfully proposed an explanation for the currently unexplained quasipar-
ticle peaks, Fermi arcs and the waterfall effect at high energy; all occur as a conse-
quence of matrix element effects of disorder-localised band tails in the charge transfer 
gap of the doped Mott Hubbard insulator. Recent scanning tunnelling microscopy at 
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the atomic scale has discovered intense nanoscale disorder m high-Tc superconductmg 
Bz2Sr2CaCu20s+o [90](91], [92] which strongly suggests that the band-taihng plays an 
important role m shaping smgle-part!Cle spectral functiOns of doped Matt msulators. 
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Chapter 9 
Con cl us ions 
Having understood that ARPES IS one of the most powerful tools used m the mvesti-
gatwn of solids and their surfaces we present throughout this thesis a detailed analysis 
of the ARPES of doped semiconductors We study ARPES from the valence band and 
1mpunty band independently and together for vanous situatiOns and discuss our find-
ings throughout Not only have we shown our results to be remarkably similar to that 
of cuprates, we have also been able to offer an explanatiOn for the background signal 
seen m many ARPES expenments for cuprates We propose that the background sig-
nal occurs as a result of dampmg, whereby "hot" electrons from the valence band come 
from below the surface and are therefore hugely subJect to dampmg due to collisions 
with other electrons and phonons This explanation also supports our Idea of a strong 
electron-Impunty mteraction 
We have also been able to propose an explanatiOn for the evolution of the ARPES 
peak that IS seen m ARPES of cuprates We believe that the quas1particle spectral 
peak IS due to an electron bound to an 1mpunty state localised at the surface of a 
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doped semiconductor, which we have discussed in detrul in Chapter 8 Our successful 
theory provides a umque explanatiOn for many of the ARPES puzzles that have baffled 
researchers of decades Our theory amends the LDA+GTB band structure of doped 
cuprates by mevitable impunty bands and we are led to explanatiOns of the currently 
unexplamed quas1particle peaks, Fermi arcs and the waterfall effect at h1gh energy All 
of these features occur as a result of matnx element effects of disorder-localised band 
ta1ls m the charge transfer gap 
Although cuprates have been regarded as unique and complex by many active re-
searchers, we have successfully offered a s1mple understanding of cuprates as doped 
semiconductors with impurity states localised at the surface 
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Appendix A 
Analytical Derivations 
To vahdate the results given by (3 24) and (3 60)an analysis of the expression can be 
made analytically Takmg (3 24) and (3.60) and calculating ~ = 0 and d~;;;r = 0 
respectively, we can obtam an expressmn for E in terms of k. Th1s then reveals the 
behavmur and relatiOnship of the ARPES peak With varymg k 
A.l Valence band 
A.l.l Non-Fermi Liquid 
(A 1) 
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We take, 
dh 
dE 
r d 
- --((E +D.+ 5k2)2 + r2ti 
rrdE 
- ~[- ((E+.6.+5k2)2+f2t 2 X 2(E+.6.+5k2) X 1] 
_ :£ [ _ 2(E +D.+ 5k2 ) ] _ O 
rr (E +D.+ 5k2)2 + f2 - · 
2(E+.6.+5k2) =O 
(E +D.+ 5k2)2 + f2 ' 
and expand the brackets such that, 
(A 2) 
2E 2.6. 10F 
(E +D.+ 5k2)2 + f2 = 0 (A.3) 
Therefore, 
-2E- 2.6.- 10k2 - 0 
-E- D. = 5k2 
E (A.4) 
As can be seen from A 1, as k mcreases, the ARPES peak mtenstty disperses more 
towards negative energies m conjunction with Figures 3 4 and 3 5. 
A.1.2 Fermi Liquid Theory 
1 (E + .6.)2 1 2(( 2)2 •)-I 
h=;(E+D.+5k2)2+(E+D.)•=;x x+5k +x , (A 5) 
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Figure A 1 k-d1spersion for the valence band m the non-Fermi liquid case 
where x = (E+~) 
dh 
dE = d~((x+5::)2+x4) 
x2(2(x + 5k2) + 4x3) 2x 
((x + 5k2)2 + x4)2 + (x + 5k2)2 + x4 = 
= 0 
Simphfymg, 
-x
2(2(x + 5k2) + 4x3 ) + 2x((x + 5k2)2 + x4) = 0 
-2x2 - 10k2x2 - 4x4 + 2(x + 5k2j2 + 2x4 = 0 
-2x2 - 10k2x- 2x4 + 2x2 + 20k2x + 50k4 = 0 
50k4 + 10k2't - 21:4 = 0, 
(A 6) 
(A 7) 
wh1ch g1ves a quadratic in k2 • Using the standard quadratic formula and substltutmg 
y= k2. 
-b ± vb2 - 4ac 
y= 2a 
(A 8) 
where a= 50, b = lOx and c = -2x4 , we obtain: 
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Figure A 2 k-d1sperswn for the valence band m the Fermi hqmd case 
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(A.9) 
A.2 Impurity Band 
I _ 106411"x, [ e-(E+Ll) ] _ lo6411"X, [ -x -~( 1 k2 -1)-4] 'mp- 3 - e X 2 + X ' 
'Y (E+b.)>(l+5E~Ll)4 'Y 
(A 10) 
where, x = E + b. 
dl,mp = Io6411"x, [~(e-xx-~(1 + k2x-lt4)] 
dE -y dE 
= lo6411"x, [ 4k2e-x 3e-x e-x ] 
I x~(1 + k2x-1)5 - 2x~(1 + k2x-1)4 - x~(1 + k2x-1)4 
= 0 (A 11) 
Taking 
x~ (1 + k2x-1 )5 
and s1mphfying, 
0 
(A 12) 
Usmg the standard quadratic formula g1ven by (A 8), where a= -1, b = -(~ + k2) 
and c = 5~2 , we obtam 
-(~ + k2) ± J (~ + k2)2 + l0k2 
X= 2 
(A 13) 
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F1gure A 3 k-dispersion for the 1mpunty band 
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Appendix B 
Rotation of Axes 
Point P has coordmates on the xy ax1s and also on the x' y' axis that have been rotated 
through 45° as shown m F1gure B 1. 
r=rcos(B+a) 
y=rsm(B+a) 
Usmg the tngonometric identities 
x' = rcos(a) 
y' = rsin(a) 
cos(B +a)= cosBcosa- smBsma 
sm(B +a)= smBcos a+ cos Bsina, 
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F1gure 8.1 (a) The rotation of the xy ax1s through 45°. (b) The geometry of pomt P 
on the xy and x' y' axis respectively. 
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and subst1tutmg equations (B.4) and (B 4) into the Identities of (B.2) and (B 2) re-
spectlvely, coordinates x and y can be expressed m terms of -r;' and y'· 
x = x' cosil- y'smil 
y = -r;' cosil + y' cosil 
Therefore, the new rotatwn coordinates at {I = 45° become· 
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(B 7) 
(B 8) 
(B 9) 
(B 10) 
Appendix C 
The Real Space Wavefunction 
The followmg programmmg code is that used m IGOR PRO 5 04B in order to plot the 
real space wavefunction of the 1mpunty electron 
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04/06/2007 Procedure 
#pragma rtGiobals=1 11 Use modern global access method 
Variable/G data_start 
Variable/G data_end 
11 Th1s creates a number scale from RGB values to scaled valued, and provides the "Create Number Scale" button o 
//****************•*****• 
Function number_scale() 
Make/N=( dimsize( colour _scale, 1 ))/D/0 Data 
NVAR data_start 
NVAR data_end 
variable/G Data_increment = (Data_ end- Data_start)/449 
Print Data_increment 
Data=(Data_increment*p) + Data_start 
End 
Function ButtonProc(ctriName) : ButtonControl 
String ctriName 
number_scale() 
End 
,, .................. . 
//This runs through the imported image and compares the colours to the scaled number scale, 
//and creates the "Compare Image" button 
//****************** 
Function image() 
WAVE data 
WAVE imageA 
NVAR V_minloc 
Make/N=(312,308)/D/O final_data 
variable/G red 
variable/G green 
variable/G blue 
variable/G red_old 
variable/G green_old 
variable/G blue_old 
variable/G colour_old 
variable i=O 
variable j=O 
do 
do 
red = imageA [i][j](OJ 
green = imageA [i)[j][1] 
blue = imageA [i][j][2) 
if ((red_old == red && green_old == green) && blue_old ==blue) 
final_data[i)OJ = colour_old 
else 
final_data [i]OJ =Data[compare_colours()) 
end if 
i=i+1 
colour_old=final_data[i][j] 
while (i<dimsize(imageA,O)) 
04/06/2007 
i=O 
j=j+1 
print U/( dimsize(imageA, 1)) )*1 00 
colour_ old=final_ data[i][j] 
while U<dimsize(imageA, 1)) 
End 
//This compares the colours. 
Procedure 
Function compare_colours() 
Make/N=(dimsize(colour_scale, 1 ))/D/0 chi_sq 
chi_sq=O 
NVAR red 
NVAR green 
NVAR blue 
WAVE colour_scale 
variable i=O 
variable size=dimsize(chi_sq,O) 
do 
2 
chi_sq[i] =(red- colour_scale[O][i][O])J\2 + (green- colour_scale[O][i][1])A2 +(blue- colour_scale[O][i][2])A2 
i=i+1 
while (i<size) 
wavestats/Q chi_sq 
return V _minloc 
End 
Function ButtonProc_1 (ctriName) : Button Control 
String ctriName 
image() 
End 
//This is the new image. 
Window image_plot_1 () : Graph 
PauseUpdate; Silent 1 11 building window .. 
Display /W=(84. 75,152. 75,498. 75,361 .25) 
Appendlmage final_data 
Modifylmage final_data ctab= {*,*,Terrain,O} 
ModifyGraph mirror-2 
ColorScale/N=textO/A=MC/X=54.1 0/Y=-3.32 image=final_data 
End Macro 
//This creates the "Plot New Image" button on the panel. 
Function ButtonProc_ 4(ctr1Name) : ButtonControl 
String ctriName 
execute ("image_plot_1 (}") 
End 
//********************** 
//This calculates F _q which is the sqrt of the scaled image. 
//********************** 
Function fourier() 
Duplicate/0 final_data f_q 
WAVE final_data 
f_q=sqrt(final_data) 
End 
//This creates the "Calculate fq" button on the panel. 
Function ButtonProc_2(ctriName) : ButtonControl 
04/06/2007 
End 
String ctriName 
fourier() 
Procedure 
//This creates the"Piot fq" button on the panel. 
Function ButtonProc_3(ctriName) : ButtonControl 
String ctriName 
execute ("FT()") 
End 
//This is the graph of fq 
Window FT(} : Graph 
PauseUpdate; Silent 1 11 building window ... 
Display /W=(192.75,161 ,587.25,369.5) 
Appendlmage f_q 
Modifylmage f_q ctab= {*,*,Terrain,O} 
ModifyGraph mirror-2 
End Macro 
,, ...•................... 
//Plots the Fourier transform of fq . 
//This converts fq to a complex wave, calculates the Fourier Transform of fq ,, ...............•....... 
Window FT _fq() : Graph 
Redimension/C f_q 
FFT/OUT=1 /DEST=f_q_FFT f_q 
1/Make/N=(dimsize(f_q_FFT,O},dimsize(f_q_FFT, 1 ))/D/0 temp 
//temp=(cabs(f_q_FFT)) 
PauseUpdate; Silent 1 11 building window ... 
Display /W=(5.25,42.5,324. 75,239) 
Appendlmage f_q_FFT 
Modifylmage f_q_FFT ctab= {*,1 OO,Terrain256,0} 
ModifyGraph mirror-2 
End Macro 
//This converts the complex number into a real number, so that a fit can be done 
Function Real_number() 
WAVE f_q_ FFT 
Make/N=(dimsize(f_q_FFT,O),dimsize(f_q_FFT,1 ))/D/0 temp 
temp=(cabs{f_q_FFT)) 
End 
//This creates the "Plot FT of fq" button on the panel 
Function ButtonProc_S(ctriName) : ButtonControl 
String ctriName 
execute(" FT _fq()") 
End 
//****** 
11 This is the fit equation 
3 
04/06/2007 
Function wavefunction() 
variable a=0.2 
variable b=O. 7 
variable C=5000 
Make/N=(3001300)/D/O F 
SetScale/1 x -501501""1 F 
SetScale/1 y -50 1 50 1"" ~ F 
Procedure 
F=C*exp(-((b*(x/sqrt(2)-y/sqrt(2))"2)+(a*(x/sqrt(2)+y/sqrt(2))"2))/2) 
end 
//*********************** 
//Commands for the panel. ,, ..•................... 
Window paneiO() : Panel 
PauseUpdate; Silent 1 11 building wrndow ... 
NewPanei /W=(616161 19541369) 
Show Tools 
4 
Button Create_number_scalelpos={161 124}1size={120120}1proc=ButtonProc1title="Create Number Scale" 
Button lmagelpos={81 I 78}1size={170120}1 proc=ButtonProc_1 ltitle="Compare Image to Number Scale" 
SetVariable setvar01pos={21 I 11}1size={1201 16}1title="Data Start" 
SetVariable setvarOI value= Data_start 
SetVariable setvar1 1pos={21 137}1size={1201 16}1title="Data End" I value= Data_ end 
Button f_qlpos={1331 162}1 size={70120}~proc=ButtonProc_21title="Calculate fq" 
Button image_plotlpos={1141 108}1size={100120}1proc=ButtonProc_ 41title="Piot New Image" 
Title Box title01pos={1 I 149}1size={50120} 
Button FT1pos={1431 190}1size={50120}1proc=ButtonProc_31title="Piot fq" 
Button Plot_ FTI pos={791227}1size={180120}1proc=ButtonProc_51title="Piot Inverse Fourier Transform of fq" 
End Macro 
Function wavefunctionF(w~x~y) : FitFunc 
Wave w 
Variable x 
Variable y 
//CurveFitDialog/ These comments were created by the Curve Fitting dialog. Altering them will 
//CurveFitDialog/ make the function less convenient to work with in the Curve Fittmg dialog. 
//CurveFitDialog/ Equation: 
//CurveFitDialogf f(x~ y) = C*exp( -( ( a"(x/sqrt(2)+y/sqrt(2) )"2)+(b *(x/sqrt(2)-y/sqrt(2) )"2) )/2) 
//CurveFitDialogf End of Equation 
//CurveFitDialogf Independent Variables 2 
//CurveFitDialog/ x 
//CurveFitDialog/ y 
//CurveFitDialog/ Coefficients 3 
//CurveFitDialog/ w[O] = a 
//CurveFitDialog/ w[1) = b 
//CurveFitDialog/ w[2] = C 
return w[2]*exp( -( (w[O]*(x/sqrt(2)+y/sqrt(2) )"2 )+(w[1 ]*(x/sq rt(2)-y/sqrt(2) )"2) )/2) 
End 
Window Graph2() : Graph 
PauseUpdate; Silent 1 11 building window ... 
Display /W=(5.25142.51399. 751251) 
Appendlmage temp 
Modifylmage temp ctab= {01501Terrain25610} 
ModifyGraph mirror-2 
End Macro 
04/06/2007 Procedure 
Function ButtonProc_6(ctriName) : ButtonControl 
String ctriName 
Real_number() 
End 
Window Real_plot() : Graph 
PauseUpdate; Silent 1 If building window ... 
Display /W=(41 .25,90.5,435.75,299) 
Appendlmage temp 
Modifylmage temp ctab= {0,50,Terrain256,0} 
ModifyGraph mirror-2 
End Macro 
Function ButtonProc_7(ctr1Name) : ButtonControl 
String ctriName 
execute("Real_plot()") 
End 
5 
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